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ABSTRACT
A Curriculum Needs Assessment: Graduate Study 
For Corporate And Research Chefs
by
Gary Arthur Brant
Dr. Donald Bell, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Food and Beverage 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
This study addressed the need o f training and education, at a Master’s degree 
level, for corporate and research chefs. Actual competencies, the importance o f  those 
competencies and the education needed for proficiency in those competencies was a 
secondary objective o f the study. Foodservice professionals who are current members of 
the American Culinary Federation and the Research Che6 Association were selected as 
respondents. A total o f  150 respondents returned completed survey forms used for data 
analysis in this study. Responses indicated a definite need for a program o f  this nature, 
although the importance o f several specific competencies did not fall within expected 
parameters.
m
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS PURPOSE 
Introduction
Time puts everything into perspective. Today, the events of thirty years ago can 
easily be studied and the most important ones identified and described in just a paragraph 
or two. Unimportant events and minute details o f  everyday life tend to be overlooked or 
ignored (sometimes there is no record o f them at all). The future is seen much like that. 
Looking ahead a generation, as in looking behind, gives dimension only to important 
events. Details are blurred or unknown—only the major outlines are visible. Planning for 
the future cannot be a listing o f small specific events. A broad brush must be used to 
paint future strategies (Abbey, Vallen, 1987).
The tertiary society in which we live has been referred to by many different 
names: the Third Wave, the Post-Industrial Society and the Age o f Service are among the 
most common synonyms. O f these, the Age o f Service is perhaps the most descriptive 
and appropriate. As more and more o f the populace becomes involved in service to others 
they in turn, demand service for themselves as well. Time, being finite in its availability, 
becomes very valuable.
With the pre-eminence o f single-parent and dual income families, the amount o f 
time actually spent cooking in the kitchen at home has decreased dramatically. As o f 
1995, foodservice sales are approximately $300 billion per year with nearly one-half o f 
all adults living in the United States eating out at least once a day (Kotschevar, Luciani, 
1996).
1
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Part o f the “service” demand o f the modem family unit is the availability of snack 
foods, ready-to-eat foods, and other items which are easy and fast to prepare in the home 
kitchen. Frozen, canned, take-out and delivered appear to have become the newest four 
basic food groups. There is an ever-growing number o f foodservice establishments and an 
increased demand for convenient in-home product availability. Taste, texture, variety and 
quality are key factors in market share and customer satisfaction o f  a company’s product. 
The person most often responsible for the creation and development o f these factors is the 
company “chef.”
The position o f “chef ’ actually has many different titles; Executive Chef, 
Corporate Chef, Corporate Executive Chef, Research Chef, Development Chef, Food 
Science Technician, Food Scientist, and even titles such as Research and Development 
Director or Vice President. Although many o f these positions have distinct and separate 
areas of responsibility within a particular company, the overlap o f duties and 
responsibilities for the same position in different companies is even more dominant. 
Because there is no clear line o f distinction which is universal in its definition o f the 
various chef classifications, only common major outlines can be used to distinguish one 
level (or position) o f  chef from another. In this sense a broad brush must be used to paint 
in the competencies required among the professional chefs o f today.
Problem Statement
This study will attempt to quantify and qualify, with the help o f  foodservice 
professionals currently involved in this aspect o f the hospitality industry, the actual 
competencies and education needed for different levels o f “chef” The need for further
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
training and education, including those at a Master’s level, is a primary objective o f  this 
study. Secondary objectives include ranking the importance o f a particular competency, 
the proportionate amount of education for that particular competency, and a comparison 
of that educational standard with the actual educational standard currently possessed by 
the professional foodservice respondents o f this study.
Research Questions
The following questions were addressed throughout this study.
Question 1 : Are there particular competencies which are deemed more important 
than others for the position o f “chef’? The null hypothesis here would be that all 
competencies needed for the position o f “chef ’ are equally important.
Question 2: Is a particular competency more important for one level (or title) o f 
chef than another? The null hypothesis here would be that a particular competency is 
equally important across all levels (or titles) o f chef.
Question 3: Does the degree of education needed to obtain proficiency in a 
particular competency differ from the importance o f that competency? The null 
hypothesis here would be that the degree o f education needed to obtain proficiency in a 
particular competency is proportionately equal to the importance o f that competency.
Question 4 : Is there a need, or sufBcient demand for, a continuing education 
program at a Master’s level for Corporate and Research Chefs? The null hypothesis here 
would be that there is no need, or a sufficient lack o f interest in, a Master’s level program 
of continuing education for Corporate and Research Chefs.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Delimitations
The following factors should be considered with any review o f this study;
1. Personal interviews, both oral and written, were drawn from an Independent 
Study to determine actual competencies needed by the diverse positions with 
“chef’ in their title.
2. The competencies listed for consideration in the self-administered mail survey do 
not reflect all o f the competencies needed as a chef, nor has any attempt been 
made to predict what future competencies may become necessary as the evolution 
o f the food service industry enters the twenty-first century.
3. The sample population for the self-administered mail survey consisted o f  
members belonging to one of the following professional organizations; the 
Research Chefs Association (RCA), and the American Culinary Federation 
(ACF).
Limitations
The following limitations should also be considered when reviewing the results of
this survey.
1. There exists the potential for a duplicate mailing to the same chosen respondent 
due to the fact that the memberships o f the RCA and of the ACF are not mutually 
exclusive.
2. The opinions of the participants chosen to determine the importance of and 
education needed for a specific competency reflect their own beliefs and may not 
accurately reflect the beliefs o f other industry professionals or educators.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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3. The opinions o f the survey participants may be biased relative to the importance 
and educational needs o f a titled chef position different from their own.
4. A self-administered mail survey was utilized for the collection o f  data. Due to 
time constraints, geographic diversity, and economic feasibility, the chosen 
sample population was limited to approximately 600 potential respondents.
5. The number o f questions concerning the competencies was limited by the length 
o f the survey instrument chosen for this study.
Assumptions
The following assumptions were made in the justification o f  this study:
1. The self-administered mail survey instrument was sufficiently inclusive of various 
areas o f  job competencies needed to provide respondents with meaningful 
choices.
2. The respondents were sufficient in geogr^hical distribution, scope o f authority 
and industry experience so as to accurately reflect the opinions o f  chefs in the 
hospitality industry.
3. The development o f a Master’s level program should be based on the 
education needed and importance o f competencies required by industry.
4. The Researcher’s choice o f competencies to present in the survey instrument was 
not influenced by any current curriculum at the Hotel College.
5. The respondents were not unduly influenced or prejudiced in their choices by 
outside sources.
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Definitions
The definitions for the following terminology, while commonly known and 
accepted among industry professionals, may have been used throughout this study in a 
different or more constrained context. Consequently, they have been listed to add 
clarification.
Competency: Capability; capacity; qualification for the performance o f an act (Ballentine, 
1969).
Corporate Chef: The individual who has responsibility for the kitchen operations and 
menus at two or more separate properties. This person will generally have a chef (or 
manager) at each individual property who handles the actual day-to-day operations. 
Executive Chef: The person in charge o f kitchen /  back-of-house operations for an 
individual property. This would include properties fi'om a single, fi'ee-standing restaurant 
to multiple-level outlets at a single property.
Hotel College: The William F. Harrah College o f Hotel Administration, University o f 
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV).
Research Chef: The person involved with product and recipe development in the 
wholesale market. Can also be “hired” by another company on a consultant basis. 
Self-Administered Mail Survev: A survey instrument (questionnaire), cover letter, and 
return envelope mailed to individual respondents, to be completed and returned by those 
respondents within a predetermined period o f time.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Summary
Chapter 1 introduced the study, outlined basic objectives and parameters for the 
research o f this paper, and established the population sample. Chapter 2 contains the 
relevant material from a literature review of previous articles germane to various aspects 
o f this study. Chapter 3 is comprised o f  the methodology used in data collection and 
analysis for this study. Chapter 4 reports the results o f the survey instrument with 
appropriate charts, tables and graphs. Chapter 5 is an analysis o f  the findings of the 
survey results, conclusions drawn from those results, and future recommendations based 
on those findings.
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction
The subsequent pages of this chapter will provide a brief overview o f related 
studies done in this field. This is followed by interview excerpts from various well- 
known chefs concerning their background and training. Views on continuing education 
and training are contained in the next subsection. Articles on defining a chef close out this 
section on literature review.
Curricular Studies
One o f the first major hospitality curriculum studies was conducted by Lucy C. 
Crawford at Virginia Polytechnic Institute in 1967. The identification o f worker’s critical 
tasks and the competencies needed to perform those tasks were the objective goals of that 
study (Crawford, 1967).
In 1971, Alice L. Patterson conducted a survey of leading hospitality educators in 
universities, colleges, junior colleges and vocational high schools. The questionnaire was 
developed around topics surrounding management education in the hospitality industry. 
Although no relevant statistical format was used, the study did indicate that educators
8
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were stressing study in such areas as convenience foods, computer training, personnel 
administration, tourism, business law and human relations. Areas o f study such as 
technical skills o f  cooking, nutrition, and food preparation received less emphasis 
(Patterson, 1971).
Just over a year later, Robert A. Brymer completed his study o f industry leaders. 
The focus o f Brymer’s survey centered on whether specific companies would consider 
the hiring o f  hospitality graduates. The results o f  that study indicated a practical 
requirement for students was a necessity, and that lack o f a specific practical requirement 
was viewed by industry leaders as a major deficiency in a hospitality curriculum (Brymer, 
1972).
A subsequent study o f a similar nature was completed six years later by John M. 
Stefanelli. That study was designed to determine the proper combination o f general 
education, technical education and practical work experience that would result in a visit 
interview offer fi'om a U.S. lodging employer. The results o f that study, which pertained 
to the curriculum o f  the hotel and restaurant management program, were as follows:
1. U.S. lodging employers are highly desirous of instruction in hotel 
accounting and cost control, food and beverage management, sales and 
promotion and supervised hotel internship.
2. U.S. lodging employers feel that instruction in foreign languages and art, 
music and drama are fairly unimportant.
3. U.S. lodging employers are enamored o f technical education courses and, 
at best, are ambivient toward most general education courses (Stefanelli, 
1978).
By the late 1970s, it became apparent that a paradigm shifi was necessary. There was a 
growing awareness on the part o f  educators and employers for the need o f a relevant.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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competency-based approach to hospitalify curriculum. Furthermore, if  the goal o f senior 
college students was job placement within the hospitality industry, then the curriculum 
should reflect the stated needs o f  potential future employers as well as the obligatory 
requirements o f  the educators.
Through The Nineties
The competencies required for success was the basis o f  a number o f surveys 
conducted by industry experts during the ensuing years (Gale & Pol, 1975;
Mariampolski, Spears & Vaden, 1980; and Buergermeister, 1983).
In the study by James Buergermeister, six selected categories o f respondents 
could be identified: lodging/rooms, lodging/food, full service restaurant, fast food, 
institutional and educators. Competency statements o f the survey pertained to the 
expected competencies o f entry-level managers. The results from the industry sector 
contained several conclusions. According to that survey, the hospitality industry is 
looking for beginning management personnel with the following qualities:
1. Managers who can communicate orally and in writing with all levels o f 
personnel, customers and community  members.
2. Managers who appreciate and are capable o f producing profit for the 
organization.
3. Managers who will treat customer satisfaction as a top priority.
4. Managers who can motivate personnel at the hourly level to perform 
effectively.
5. Managers who can train personnel to serve customers graciously.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The educator segment o f  the survey tended to rank all competencies as being “extremely 
important” whereas Buergermeister held the opinion that, “...an effective curriculum 
should discriminate between the crucial areas and areas o f minor importance.” 
(Buergermeister, 1983)
The following year David V. Pavesic conducted a study to determine perceptions 
o f selected hospitality educators, industry practitioners and recent graduates o f the 
Department o f Hotel and Restaurant Administration at Florida State University. The 
respondents were asked for their opinion o f the relative importance o f selected subject 
areas as they pertained to meeting the career needs o f hospitality professionals. The 
overall rank order importance o f subject areas in the first quartile was:
1. Financial Analysis (Managerial Accounting)
2. Food, Beverage, Labor Cost Control
3. Supervision and Human Relations
4. Internship Work Experience
5. Computer Applications
Personnel Management Organizational Structure (tie)
6. Hospitality Accounting
7. Administrative Policies 
Organizational Behavior (tie)
8. Principles o f Food Preparation
One o f the key points concluded from this study was that demands placed on a recent 
graduate will differ from the demands placed on an individual who has been in the 
industry for several years (Pavesic, 1984).
In 1992 and 1993, Jones, Izzolo, and Christianson conducted studies o f hospitality 
recruiters. The recruiters were asked to rank, in order o f importance, the attributes they 
desire when employing hospitality graduates. The results indicated work experience, 
verbal communications and personal appearance (Jones, et al, 1993).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The Background o f a Chef 
To narrow the focus o f this study, random excerpts from interviews with various 
well-known chefs who are currently practicing in the foodservice industry have been 
used. Almost without exception, a common thread o f training background emerged. They 
were either trained in an apprenticeship program or they had formal culinary training at a 
school (such as the Culinary Institute o f America), college or university.
Chef Yves Terrian:
“My first contact with a kitchen was at the age o f 17. My training came from my 
family and I took a great interest to read on cooking and all about food .My father bought 
a restaurant and all my brothers were naturally included as kitchen staff and dishwashers, 
which was where 1 started. My mother was a cook and therefore I always had to help in 
the kitchen” (Novice to Pro, 1998).
Chef Paolo Monti:
“I grew up cooking. 1 was trained at home in hotels and restaurants in Italy and 
abroad” (Novice to Pro, 1998).
Chef Hartmut W. Kimtze CMC:
‘T had a passion for cooking while I was growing up. A family friend was a chef 
in a fancy hotel and touted the virtues o f the profession. When 1 graduated school and it 
was time to choose a profession, I knew what 1 wanted. I had a traditional three year 
apprenticeship in Germany in the sixties and it was grueling. Ten years after that 1 went 
for master chef training in Germany and graduated in 1976" (Novice to Pro, 1998).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Chef Pete Barich:
“I worked for several talented people before going to culinary school in 
Baltimore” (Novice to Pro, 1998).
Chef Trey Foshee:
“I got into cooking because of a need to support my surfing habit. I trained at the 
Culinary Institute o f  America. I worked at the La Folio in San Francisco and the 
L 'Orangerie and Rockenwagner in Los Angeles” (Novice to Pro, 1998).
Chef Bub Home:
“While I was a busboy at the Exchange Club in Salt Lake City, the chef told me 
that he thought I would be an asset in the kitchen. After working for him for about six 
months, he recommended that I look at cooking school. I attended the Culinary Institute 
in 1974" (Novice to Pro, 1998).
Chef John Folse:
“Coming fi-om a family o f 8 children, we all had our duties in the kitchen and one 
o f those chores was definitely cooking. As part o f my F &  B training, I had to spend time 
in the dining room and kitchens o f our hotel property in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. It was 
here that I met a German Chef, Fritz Blumberg, who discovered my love of cooking and 
creative nature and convinced me that I should enter apprenticeship under his direction at 
the Prince Murat Dm in Baton Rouge. In addition to that property, I traveled extensively 
and eventually took over the position o f sous chef at the Capitol House Hotel in Baton 
Rouge. This property was excellent for training since it had not only fine dining and 
casual service but the largest banquet facihties outside of New Orleans, 3,000 seats” 
(Novice to Pro, 1998).
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Chef Joey:
“I got into cooking because of a summer job at a  local restaurant. I trained at 
Sullivan County Community College, two restaurants in Lyon and Brittany France, the 
Harvest in Cambridge, MA; Commander’s Palace in New Orleans, Stars, San Francisco, 
and Created Miss Pearl’s Jam House in San Francisco” (Novice to Pro, 1998).
Chef Linda Hall:
“I started cooking in junior high school. I was formally trained at the Culinary 
Institute o f America, but I also worked at Fraser Morris in New York which gave me a 
good background in gourmet foods, cheeses, caviar and smoked fish and LeFrancais in 
Chicago - a good grounding in French pastry” (Novice to Pro, 1998).
Corporate Chef Kent Rathbun:
Kent Rathbun began his career as a dishwasher at Sambo’s Restaurant. He 
volunteered to work with the cook to learn cooking. At the age o f 17, Rathbun became an 
apprentice at LaBorme Auberge in Kansas City, MO. He has worked at Mr. B’s in New 
Orleans, LA and at the Melrose Hotel in Dallas, TX. Rathbun has created Seventeen 
Seventeen, a popular restaurant in the Dallas Museum o f Art, while at Dina Foods 
(Ruggless, 1996).
Corporate Chef Anthony Tammero:
Chef Anthony Tammero did not have the money to go to culinary school, so he 
worked simultaneously in two restaurants to learn his profession. In 1963, at the age of 
19, Tammero educated himself - doing double shifts at two restaurants to develop his 
skills. He initially worked as a “pantry man” making salads at the flagship Palm 
Restaurant in New York. He also cooked at the James Beard House (Brewer, 1997).
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The words “passion” and “job-security” also come into play. This is especially 
true for the slew o f corporate dropouts who were downsized out o f previous careers. Once 
viewed as a hobby, cooking has suddenly become a shrewd career choice. New graduates 
o f culinary schools are being deluged with job offers and the industry is expected to have 
3 million new positions by the year 2005 ( Kalb, 1997).
Continued Training and Education
Bridging the decades o f the 80s and 90s was a study concerned with the health- 
consciousness o f  restaurant patrons. The Las Vegas LEAN (Low-fat Eating for 
Americans Now) project was established for a two-year period (October 1989 to 
September 1991) through the Fraternity o f Executive Chefs, Las Vegas. This project 
involved nutrition classes for participating chefs to help them develop low-fat recipes and 
market these low-fat items to restaurant patrons.
Las Vegas LEAN, one of ten community^ campaigns funded nationwide, had a 
primary objective o f  helping Americans reduce their fat intake to less than 30 percent o f 
total energy. Other objectives were to increase availability and accessibility o f low-fat 
foods through supermarkets, restaurants and cafeterias in work sites and schools.
A total o f  92 Las Vegas chefs participated in the training offered through this 
project. Since training in nutrition is a requirement o f  the American Culinary Federation 
( ACF) for certification as a chef, the low-fat nutrition classes conducted by the American 
Dietetic Association received a very positive response ( Leontos and Palmer, 1995).
Continuing education for current professional chefs is one thing, training students who 
will someday enter the professional work force is another. According to Peter Thomson, deputy
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director o f the National Centre for Vocational Education Research (NCVER), assessing 
workplace competence is not a job for training colleges. Training colleges do not cater to 
consistent practice o f skills over time. One consequence o f the modular approach to training is 
that once a module outcome has been passed by a student, it is usually not revisited very often. 
Workplaces, on the other hand, are very big on practice. The workplace has two basic 
requirements: first, on-time reliability and second, carrying out specified tasks within a 
specified time fiame. Too often a student may learn to prepare an item perfectly but not within 
the time frame needed in the normal workplace. Another drawback would be in volume 
preparation o f cooking an item such as steaks. In the workplace an employee may be expected 
to prepare as many as twenty at one time, some rare, some medium and some well-done. This 
may be done on a daily basis while a training school could not give a student this kind of daily 
practice. Finally, the standard o f  competence required by potential employers varies greatly 
from place to place. Some workplaces are noisy and crowded, others have outdated equipment. 
Some have silver service, others use state-of-the-art equipment that may be found nowhere else 
in the coimtry. The students are held to the same degree of training and competency to achieve 
graduation, yet the above factors make it difficult, i f  not impossible to establish an acceptable 
level of competency for the workplace (Thomson, 1998).
At the Culinary Institute o f  America (CIA) students are taught the basics - how to roast, 
fiy, boil, poach and bake - so that later they can become creative. This approach to shaping the 
minds of student chefs, and through them the future of the restaurant industry, has been so 
successful at the CIA’s Hyde Park, NY school that the CIA has recently opened a second 
culinary school on the west coast in St. Helena, CA (Bartlett, 1995).
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Defining a Chef
A “C hef’ can be defined as one who is involved in the supervision and coordination of 
those who are engaged in the preparation o f food. The chef may also be involved in the 
preparation and portioning of foods.
An “Executive Chef’ coordinates activities and directs the indoctrination and 
training o f  chefs, cooks and other kitchen workers. This individual is in charge of all 
activities and personnel in the kitchen, including menu planning and food production 
(George, 1990).
The professional designation o f “Research Chef’ is not clearly defined. The 
research chef may have no direct association with a hotel or restaurant and in fact the chef 
may have no direct role in the final preparation o f the food. The research chef, however, 
does have an important role in the character and quality o f the final product purchased by 
the consumer.
Defining the research chef was the purpose o f a survey o f the Research Chefs 
Association (RCA) membership in 1995. Although the size o f the survey was not 
sufficient for universal application of the findings, it did provide valuable insight 
regarding the role o f  the research chef (Chesser, 1997).
The title research chef is questionable since common titles for this position 
include research chef, development chef, corporate chef and corporate executive chef.
The title research chef was the most common and most descriptive match o f the unique 
job characteristics (Chesser, 1997).
Research chefs are responsible for product development and testing within a 
scientific community, whether in manufacturing or chain restaurant setting. They may be
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required to utilize stringent research methods in product development Product 
development however, needs to be approached in a way that differs from the typical food 
scientist approach. A  high level of creativity and innovation tempered with concern for 
product safety, product consistency, and solution of existing problems are required. 
Extensive knowledge o f nutrition, sanitation and food science is critical to success. 
Research chefs may also be indirectly or directly involved with the sales and promotion 
o f a product (Chesser, 1997).
Summary
After a review of the previous studies, several conclusions can be drawn:
First, there is a divergent point o f view (however slight) between educators and 
industry professionals as to the rank importance o f various required competencies.
Second, the competency needs for recent college graduates going into entry-level 
management positions differ from the competency needs o f those who have several years 
o f industry experience and are in mid-level management positions.
Third, virtually all o f the previous studies done have focused on the needs and 
requirements for the graduating college senior’s placement into an entry-level 
management position.
Fourth, a part o f the formal education must include hands-on technical skills 
training for the foodservice-oriented student.
Fifth, the curriculum should not be a static curriculum. It should be in a constant 
state o f change to reflect the ever changing needs, trends and moods o f the foodservice 
industry. For this to be effective, continuous input from those professionals who are 
currently serving the industry is essential.
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Although this current study will draw, in part, from past research and 
methodologies, it is unique in that the primary focus is o f a continuing education nature. 
Specifically, it is to determine the need for further education and training at the graduate 
level. From those professionals currently working within the foodservice industry come 
the thoughts and opinions on what particular competencies, and the needs associated with 
those competencies, can best be met through further formal education and training.
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CHAPTERS 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Introduction
The purpose o f this study was to assess the need for graduate level education and training 
for the positions o f  corporate and research chef. Dicluded in this research are the required 
competencies, the relative importance o f those competencies and the education necessary 
for competency at three levels o f  the chef position: executive chef, corporate chef and 
research chef.
This chapter contains a description o f  the methodology used to collect and analyze 
the necessary data, the test for reliability o f the data, and the reasons for selection of the 
methodology used. It is divided into seven sections:
1. Sample population selection
2. One-on-one interviews: common competencies
3. Selection o f competencies from literature review
4. Design o f  self-administered survey instrument
5. Data collection
6. Data analysis
7. Chapter summary
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Sample Population Selection 
A stated objective o f this study was a needs assessment for further education of 
professionals within the foodservice industry. Specifically, Master’s level training and 
education for those professionals in (or who desire to be in) a corporate chef or research 
chef position. A major premise o f  this study was that the most valuable data relevant to 
the importance o f various competencies, educational requirements, and future needs 
would come from currently active industry professionals. For that reason, the sample 
population for this study was selected from two organizations: the Research Chefs 
Association (RCA) and the American Culinary Federation (ACF).
One-On-One Interviews: Common Competencies 
Initial determination o f required competencies began with select informal contacts 
with Hotel College Food & Beverage staff. Personal interviews with several members of 
the Fraternity o f Executive Chefs (American Culinary Federation, Las Vegas chapter) 
added more insight about the competencies required for the effective fulfillment o f their 
various duties.
With the responses solicited from current educators and industry professionals, a 
list o f questions was developed pertaining to the various job functions o f different “chef’ 
positions (Appendix I). The questionnaire was sent to several executive chefs at large 
(3,000 + rooms) hotel complexes in Las Vegas who had a background o f corporate and/or 
research work. The introductory paragraph o f the questionaire contained a request for a 
personal interview for response to the enclosed questions. Appointments were set with 
those who responded affirmatively.
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Specific responses to the questionaire were taped for future accuracy. The 
respondents were also asked to recommend colleagues who were currently active in the 
industry at a research and/or corporate level. Those so recommended were sent a copy o f 
the questionnaire, along with an explanation o f its purpose, and asked for written 
responses.
Selection o f Competencies From Literature Review
A review o f current university curricula and the surveys o f past studies was 
beneficial in two ways. First, the competencies listed and deemed important reenforced 
the opinions garnered from current industry professionals. Second, a basic format for the 
categorization o f competencies was formulated by combining the major categories o f 
study results and previous survey instruments.
Design o f Self-Administered Survey Instrument
The survey, as shown in Appendix II, was divided into four distinct sections:
1. An introductory cover letter and survey instructions
2. The competency questions
3. Demographic information
4. Open-ended questions
The cover letter ^ ag e  1) introduced the survey and its purpose to the respondent 
and listed several means o f  communication if  the respondents had o f questions pertaining 
to the survey. The instructional portion (page 2) explained the: steps to follow in 
completing the survey, rating o f each question on a ratio scale o f  one-to five, and 
definition parameters used for the terms o f Executive Chef, Corporate Chef, and Research 
Chef.
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The competency questions section of the survey (pages 3-7) was divided into four 
subsections.
1. Human Resource Management Competencies (page 3): competencies 
relating primarily to the directing o f  internal subordinate company 
personnel.
2. Human Relations Competencies (page 4): competencies relating primarily 
to personal attributes associated with the duties and responsibilities o f the 
chef position.
3. Culinary Competencies (pages 5-6): competencies relating primarily to the
culinary aspects o f the chef position.
4. Operational Competencies (page 7): competencies relating primarily to 
back-of-house operations but not specifically covered by previous 
questions.
The respondents were asked to rate each competency simultaneously in three ways. First, 
by degree o f importance for the need o f that particular competency (on a 1 to 5 scale with 
1 being the lowest rating, 3 being average and 5 being the highest rating); second, by the 
degree o f education needed for that particular competency (on a 1 to 5 scale with 1 being 
the lowest rating o f  high school or less and 5 being the highest rating o f  Master’s degree 
or better [although this was a ratio scale, 2 equated roughly to some college or vo-tech, 3 
to a two-year degree, and 4 to a 4-year degree]); and third, by what degree o f importance 
and what degree o f education was applicable to the level o f executive chef (a), to the level 
o f corporate chef (b), and to the level o f research chef (c). This format gave the necessary 
data for a three-dimensional “picture” similar to a multi-variant discrim inant analysis and 
a gap analysis for each competency rated. At the bottom o f  each subsection, the 
respondent was asked to list the top three competencies o f  that subsection based on the 
education needed to perform them effectively.
The demographic section ^ a g e  8, top half) consisted o f  four basic questions.
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First, the number o f years woriced in the foodservice industry (ratio scale); second, level 
o f education completed and major, if  applicable, (nominal scale); age (ordinal scale); and 
present position or title (nominal scale).
The open-ended question section (page 8, bottom half) contained three questions, 
each with room for comments. These dealt with the implementation o f a Master’s level 
program, the future o f  chefs in the industry and specific competencies not previously 
covered in the survey.
Data Collection
Nick Vaccaro, executive vice president o f the RCA, reviewed the survey 
instrument and mailed the researcher a complete and up-to-date RCA membership list for 
use in the survey. The RCA membership list included home and business addresses and 
occupations o f  approximately 400 potential respondents. With the exception o f those 
listing their occupation as “student,” a self-administered mail survey was sent to each 
member within the contiguous 48 states. A total o f 390 surveys were mailed to RCA 
members.
Terri Pittaro, Director of Operations for the ACF, and Rob Beighey o f the 
member services center (ACF), were contacted regarding members o f the ACF as 
potential respondents for the survey. After a review of the survey instrument, Pittaro and 
Beighey made arrangements with the researcher to mail 200 self-administered survey 
instruments to randomly selected ACF members throughout the United States.
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A total o f 590 survey instruments were mailed out with a projected response rate 
o f approximately 20 percent. A post card reminder was mailed to all RCA non­
respondents ten days following the initial mailing. This was not possible with the 200 
ACF respondents due to the privacy o f their mailing list procedures.
Data Analysis
Statistical analysis o f the responses to the self administered mail survey were 
done using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). A one-way ANOVA 
analysis was used for the competencies data concerning the Degree of Importance and the 
Degree o f Education. A Scheffe Post-Hoc analysis (at a 95 percent level o f confidence) 
was run to detect the significance of any differences between the different levels o f chef 
within each group. The Descriptive statistics were also run at a 95 percent confidence 
interval for means, lower and upper boundaries. The top three competencies fi-om each 
competency subsection were analyzed for frequency, mode and percentage.
Statistical analysis of the Demogr^hic data was analyzed for frequency, mean, 
mode and percentage. The open-ended questions were subjected primarily to a qualitative 
analysis. The lone exception here was a portion o f the first open ended question which 
also contained a nominal (approve or disapprove) response prior to the comment section.
The nominal response was analyzed for frequency and percentage. The nominal 
response was also filtered for the disapprove responses and demographics were run for a 
comparison of the disapprove demographical information with the total demographical 
information to detect any significant differences.
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Chapter Summary
The purpose o f  this chapter was to discuss the methodology used and some o f  the 
reasons for selecting that particular methodology. Data were gathered for this study over 
a 45-day period o f time, from March I to April 15 inclusive. Information from the SPSS 
statistical analysis was transferred to Microsoft Excel to facilitate graphic reproduction in 
a more aesthetic format. Results o f the analysis are detailed in Chapter 4. Conclusions, 
implications and recommendations reached as a result o f  the data analysis are outlined in 
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS OF THE DATA 
Introduction
This chapter presents the findings o f  the analyses and a discussion o f the results of 
this study. This is inclusive o f the calculation o f total response rates for all completed self 
administered mail surveys; the statistical measures used; ranking o f competencies by 
importance and education; frequency, means and modes where applicable; and the 
qualitative findings o f the open-ended questions.
Responses to the Survey Instrument
A total o f 390 surveys were mailed to members o f the RCA. Of the 390 surveys, 
111 were returned with data and 4 were returned because o f incorrect mailing 
information. Therefore, o f the 386 potential respondents, a return rate o f 28.76 percent 
was realized.
A total o f 200 surveys were mailed out by the ACF. O f the 200 surveys, 39 were 
returned with data and 5 were returned due to incorrect mailing information. Therefore, of 
195 potential respondents, a return rate o f 20.00 percent was realized.
Potential respondents for this survey totaled 581. Actual number of usable
27
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returned surveys totaled 150. Therefore, the rate of response actually realized for this 
study was 25.82 percent.
As the survey responses were received, they were sequentially numbered. For 
purposes o f validity, every ninth survey (11 percent) was held out and statistically 
calculated for competencies with a separate SPSS program.
Results o f  Competency Analysis 
After the data were collected and entered into the SPSS program, the results were 
grouped and calculated separately for each section o f the survey; A) Human Resource 
Management Competencies; B) Human Relations Competencies; C) Culinary 
Competencies; and D) Demographics.
Each competency is shown on its own table page. The survey question is at the 
top, followed by a table o f  means for the different levels o f chef. A line graph and a bar 
graph are shown next to aid in an analysis of the question. The Scheffe Post-Hoc test for 
significance between the levels o f chef is listed at the bottom o f the table page. The 
superscript letters indicate which level(s) of chef were significantly different finm the 
other(s).
Human Resource Management Competencies 
Figures 1 -8
Question 001 : Job Description/Task Analyisis, indicates a relatively high degree of
importance associated with this competency with an education level o f a two-year 
degree or more (figure 1).
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Question 004; Scheduling/Staffing, indicates a very high degree o f  importance at the 
executive chef level with significantly lower importance at the corporate chef 
level and research chef level. Education needs indicate approximately a two-year 
degree across all levels (figure 2).
Question 007; Employee Training/Career Development, indicates a relatively high degree 
o f importance with education needs o f more than a two-year degree across all 
levels (figure 3).
Question 010; Employee Regognition/Retention Programs, indicates a relatively high 
degree o f importance for chefs at the executive and corporate level but a 
significantly lower degree o f importance for research chefs. Education needs 
indicate approximately a two-year degree across all levels o f  chef (figure 4).
Question 013: Delegation o f Duties/Responsibilities, indicates a very high degree o f
importance for the executive and corporate chefs with significantly lower degree 
o f importance at the research chef level. Education needs indicate approximately a 
two-year degree is needed across all levels o f chef (figure 5).
Question 016; Policy/Procedure Development, indicates a high degree o f importance for 
all levels o f  chef with the corporate chef level being significantly higher than the 
research chef level. Educational needs indicate more than a two-year degree is 
needed across all levels o f chef with the research chef level needing significantly 
more than the executive chef (figure 6).
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Question 019: Internal Communication Skills, indicates an extremely high degree o f  
importance (the highest o f this section) across all levels o f  chef. Educational 
needs indicate much more than a two-year degree, but less than a four-year 
degree, across all levels o f chef (figure 7).
Question 019 was listed as the most important in terms o f education. 007 ranked a distant 
second and 001 was ranked third (figure 8).
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Importance Education 
Executive Chef (A) 4.27 3.09
Corporate Chef (B) 4.28 3.30
Research Chef (C) 3.94 3.60
Question 001
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
• Importance 
■ Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
4.27
Question 001
4.28
I Importance 
I Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.27*= 4.28*^ 3 .94"
Education 3.09*^ 3.30"= 3 .60"
Figure 1. Job Description/Task Analysis: ability to define a particular job and 
analyze the essential tasks necessary for the completion of that job.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education 
4.49 2.93
3.94 3.01
3.26 3.05
Question 004
■ Importance 
- Education
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
Question 004
I Importance i  
I Education I
Executive Corporate Research
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4 .49^ 3 .9 4 " 3 .26"
Education 2.93 3.01 3.05
Figure 2. Scheduling/Staffing; ability to schedule appropriate personnel in a 
manner such that the desired level of customer service is met while 
maintaining optimal efficiency of expended man-hours worked.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.40 3.24
4.29 3.36
3.82 3.40
Question 007
■ Importance
■ Education
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate
Chef(B)
Research 
Chef (C)
Type of Chef
4.40
Question 007
4.29
■  Importance | I
■  Education | |
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
importance 4.40^ 4.29^ = 3.82
Education 3.24 3.36 3.40
Figure 3. Employee Training/Career Development: ability to guide employees 
in the proper, efficient performance of their duties while also 
helping them to set and achieve goals which will help them advance 
their chosen careers.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.32 2.98
4.18 3.09
3.47 3.10
Question 010
• Importance 
■ Education
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate
Chef(B)
Research 
Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Question 010
4.32
I Importance 
I Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.32'= 4.18^= 3 .47"
Education 2.98 3.09 3.10
Figure 4. Employee Recognition/Retention Programs; ability to originate and 
administer programs which recognize those individuals who exceed 
expectations, and which reduce employee tumover rates.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.48 2.94
4.33 3.05
3.69 3.06
Question 013
- Importance ; 
Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Question 013
I Importance l 
I Education
Executive Corporate Research
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.48® 4.33® 3.69"
Education 2.94 3.05 3.06
Figure 5. Delegation of Duties/Responsibilities; ability to effectively delegate 
divisions of lat)or (with appropriate authority) to sutwrdinates.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education 
4.00 3.15
4.26 3.39
3.86 3.42
Question 016
4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
- Importance 
Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Question 016
4.26
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
I importance 
I Education
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.00 4.26® 3.86®
Education 3.16® 3.39 3.42*
Figure 6. Policy/Procedure Development: ability to originate changes in 
procedures and guidelines which effectively reflect current trends 
in company policies and procedures.
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importance Education 
Executive Chef (A) 4.45 3.31
Corporate Chef (B) 4.66 3.50
Research Chef (C) 4.68 3.67
5
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
Question 019
- Importance 
’ Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef (B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Question 019
4.66 4.68
I importance i i 
i Education | j
Executive Corporate Research
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4 .45G 4.66 4.68*
Education 331 = 3.50 3.67*
Figure 7. internai Communication Skills: ability to effectively communicate, 
both orally and in writing, to intra-company personnel.
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Importance Of Education
First
Second
Third
Total
Question # Frequency
019 45
007 27
001 20
016 11
004 7
013 6
010 4
Question # Frequency
019 24
007 21
001 19
016 19
013 15
010 13
004 9
Question # Frequency
013 23
019 23
007 18
010 17
001 15
016 14
004 10
Question # Weighted
019 206
007 141
001 113
016 85
013 56
010 51
004 49
50
40
30
20
10
0
First
• Frequency
019 007 001 016 004 013 010 
Question Number
Second
!■ Frequency
019 007 001 016 013 010 004 
Question Number
Third
I Frequency
013 019 007 010 001 016 004 
Question Number
Total
■Weighted
019 007 001 016 013 010 004 
Question Number
Figure 8. Frequency Analysis of Human Resource Competency Questions.
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Human Relations Competencies 
Figures 9 - 1 6
Question 101: Interaction with Peers, Peer Organizations, indicates an above average 
degree o f importance for executive chefs to a high degree o f importance for 
research chefs with a significant diffrence between the two. Educational needs 
indicate some college or vo-tech training but less than a two-year degree across all 
levels o f  chef (figure 9).
Question 104: Time/Stress Management, indicates a relatively high degree o f  importance 
across all levels o f chef, but with a significantly lower degree o f  importance at the 
research chef level than at the executive chef level. Educational needs indicate just 
a little more than a two-year degree across all levels o f chef (figure 10).
Question 107: Conflict/Crisis Management, indicates a very high degree o f  importance at 
both the executive and corporate chef levels with the research chef level being 
significantly lower. Educational needs indicate more than a two-year degree 
across all levels o f chef (figure 11).
Question 110: Extemal Communication Skills, indicates a very high degree o f
importance at both the corporate and research chef levels with a  significantly 
lower degree o f importance at the executive chef level. Educational needs indicate 
more than a two-year degree is needed with both the corporate and research chef 
levels significantly higher (figure 12).
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Question 113: Presentation/Public Speaking Skills, indicates a relatively high degree of 
importance for both the corporate and research chef levels, but significantly less 
for the executive chef level. Educational needs indicate more than a two-year 
degree for the executive chef and significantly more than a two-year degree for 
both o f the other chef levels (figure 13).
Question 116: Organizational Skills/Leadership, indicates a very high degree o f
importance across all levels o f chef, but with a significant difference between the 
corporate and research chef levels. Educational needs indicate more than a two- 
year degree is needed across all levels o f chef (figure 14).
Question 119: Problem Solving/Decision Making Skills, indicates an extremely high 
degree of importance (the highest o f this subsection) across all levels o f  chef. 
Educational needs indicate more than a two-year degree is needed with a 
significant difference between the executive and research levels o f chef (figure 
16).
Question 119 was listed as the most important in terms o f education needed. Questions 
110 and 116 ranked a distant second and third respectively (figure 16).
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance
3.69
3.94
4.04
Education
2.70
2.89
2.98
Question 101
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
- Importance 
■ Education
Question 101
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
I Importance 
I Education
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 3.69= 3.94 4.04*
Education 2.70 2.89 2.98
Figure 9. Interaction with Peers. Peer Organizations; active participation in 
those professional organizations directly related to the foodservice 
industry (i.e., AGF, IFSEA, RCA, etc.); socialization "off premises" 
with those who hold similar/comparable position titles.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.48 3.02
4.40 3.15
4.17 3.18
Question 104
5
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
■ Importance 
- Education
Question 104
I Importance 
I Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.48= 4.40 4.17*
Education 3.02 3.15 3.18
Figure 10. Time/Stress Managementability to optimally utilize periods of 
available time with minimal waste and inefficiency; setting priorities 
to avoid unnecessary stress pressures.
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Corporate Chef (B)
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Importance Education
4.55 3.20
4.39 3.29
3.84 3.31
Question 107
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
- Importance
- Education
Question 107
{■Importance j 
I ■  Education I
Executive Corporate Research
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
importance 4.55= 4.39= 3.84*®
Education 3.20 3.29 3.31
Figure 11. Conflict/Crisis Management: ability to effectively resolve both 
potential and real conflicts or crisis which arise, in a timely and 
efficient manner.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
3.94 3.28
4.38 3.55
4.52 3.72
Question 110
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
■ Importance 
Education
Question 110
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
I Importance 
I Education
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 3.94®= 4.38* 4.52*
Education 3.28®= 3.55* 3.72*
Figure 12. Extemal Communication Skills: ability to effectively communicate, 
both orally and in writing, with individuals not directly employed by 
the company (i.e., peer(s), peer groups and organizations, 
customers, purveyors and other associates, etc.).
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Importance Education 
Executive Chef (A) 3.61 3.21
Corporate Chef (B) 4.19 3.46
Research Chef (C) 4.33 3.64
Question 113
■ importance
■ Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Question 113
4.19 ^-33
I Importance 
I Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 3.61®= 4.19* 4.33*
Education 3.21®= 3.46* 3.64*
Figure 13. Presentation/Public Speaking Skills: ability to present ideas, 
concepts or programs to groups of people in either a private or a 
public forum.
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Importance Education
4.48 3.24
4.56 3.39
4.26 3-47
Question 116
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
■ Importance 
Education
Question 116
4 fif i
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
I Importance 
I Education i
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.48 4.56= 4.26®
Education 3.24 3.39 3.47
Figure 14. Organizational Skills/Leadership: ability to effectively provide 
structure and cohesiveness within departmental units while 
efficiently achieving projected objectives and goals.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.59 3.26
4.59 3.33
4.52 3.51
Q uestion 119
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
Importance
Education
Q uestion 119
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
I Importance - | 
I Education ! i
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.59 4.59 4.52
Education 3.26= 3.33 3.51*
Figure 15. Problem Solving/Decision Making Skills: ability to solve problems 
and make decisions regarding the "best" altemative in a  timely 
manner, while utilizing sufficient input for the decision to be an 
informed one.
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Importance Of Education
First
Second
Third
Total
Question # Frequency
119 41
110 26
116 21
107 12
104 11
113 5
101 4
Question # Frequency
116 34
119 25
110 19
104 16
107 13
113 11
101 2
Question # Frequency
119 26
116 24
107 19
110 17
104 13
113 13
101 10
Question # Weighted
119 217
110 152
116 120
107 85
104 72
113 39
101 25^
First
I Frequency
119 110 116 107 104 113 101 
Question Number
Second
!■ Frequency
116 119 110 104 107 113 101 
Question Number
Third
I ■ Frequency
119 116 107 110 104 113 101 
Question Number
Total
■Weighted
119 110 116 107 104 113 101 
Question Number
Figure 16. Frequency Analysis of Human Relations Competency Questions.
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Culinary Competencies 
Figures 17 - 32
Question 201: Nutrition/Restrictive Dietary Needs, indicates a high degree o f  importance 
at the level o f executive chef to a very high degree o f importance at the research 
chef level (see significant differences on figure page). Educational needs indicate 
much more than a two-year degree is needed with the research chef level needing 
more than a  four-year degree. This is the only competency on the survey requiring 
a four-year degree or more for any level o f  chef (figure 17).
Question 204: HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point), indicates a  very high 
degree of importance across all levels o f chef with the research chef level being 
significantly higher than the executive chef level. Educational needs indicate 
much more than a two-year degree across all levels o f chef (figure 18).
Question 207: Food Additives, Stabilizers, Starches, Binding Agents, indicates a higher 
than average degree o f importance at the executive chef level to an extremely high 
degree of importance for the research chef. This mean of the importance for the 
research chef is the highest o f the survey (see significance on figure 19). 
Educational needs indicate a range firom just more than a two-year degree for the 
executive chef to a four-year degree for the research chef (figure 19).
Question 210: Menu Analysis/Differentiation, indicates a relatively high degree o f
importance across all levels o f  chef with the corporate and research chef levels 
being significantly higher. Educational needs indicate more than a two-year 
degree is needed across all levels o f  chef (figure 20).
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Question 213: Product Creation & Recipe Development, indicates an extremely high
degree o f importance across all levels o f chef with both the corporate and research 
chef levels being significantly higher. Educational needs indicate more than a 
two-year degree is needed across all chef levels (figure 21).
Question 216: Product Design & Gamish, indicates a very high degree o f  importance for 
both the executive and corporate chef levels with the research chef level being 
significantly lower. Educational needs indicate just more than a two-year degree is 
needed across all levels o f chef (figure 22).
Question 219: Cuttings/Tastings, indicate a relatively high degree o f  importance for both 
the corporate and research chef levels with the executive chef level being 
significantly lower. Educational needs indicate more than a  two-year degree is 
needed across all levels o f chef (figure 23).
Question 222: Research o f  Competition, indicates a high degree o f  importance for the 
executive chef level and significantly higher degree o f importance for the other 
two levels o f  chef. Educational needs indicate more than a two-year degree is 
needed across all levels o f  chef (figure 24).
Question 225: Current Trends in Dining, indicates a very high degree o f  importance
across all levels o f  chef. Educational needs indicate a two-year degree or more is 
needed across all levels o f  chef (figure 25).
Queation 228: Setting o f  Standards, indicates a  very high degree o f  importance is needed 
at both the executive and corporate chef levels with the research chef level being 
significantly less. Educational needs indicate much more than a two-year degree is 
needed across all levels o f chef (figure 26).
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Question 231: Hands-on Demonstrations, indicates a very high degree of importance for 
the executive chef level with the research chef level being significantly lower. 
Educational needs indicate just more than a two-year degree is needed across all 
levels o f chef (figure 27).
Question 234: Volume Production Cooking, indicates a very high degree o f importance 
for the levels o f  both executive and corporate chef with the research chef level 
being significantly lower. Educational needs indicate just more than a two-year 
degree is needed across all levels o f chef (figure 28).
Question 237: Creativity/Ideation, indicates an extremely high degree o f importance
across all levels o f chef with a significant difference between the level o f research 
chef and the levels o f executive and corporate chef. Educational needs indicate at 
least a two-year degree with the research chef level needing significantly more 
(figure 29).
Question 240: Gourmet Preparation, indicates a significant difference in the degree o f 
importance between all levels with the executive chef level being extremely high 
and the research chef level being more than average. Educational needs indicate 
just more than a two-year degree across all levels o f chef (figure 30).
Question 228 was listed as the most important in terms o f education needed. Question 
237 was ranked second and question 225 was ranked third (figures 31-32).
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
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Importance Education 
3.82 3.46
4.07 3.66
4.44 4.26
Question 201
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
- Importance 
Education
Question 201
5
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
I Importance 
I Education
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 3.82= 4.07= 4.44*®
Education 3.46= 3.66= 4.26*®
Figure 17. Nutrition/Restrictive Dietary Needs: understanding the nutritient 
quality of foods and ability to generate specific menus based on 
dietary needs (i.e. balanced by food groups, sugar-free, low-fat, 
restricted caloric intake, etc.).
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance
4.33
4.54
4.59
Education
3.41
3.53
3.72
Question 204
5
4.5 
4 -
3.5 - 
3
2.5 -
.L
- - j
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
■ Importance 
- Education ;
Question 204
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
I ■  Importance 
{■Education
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.33= 4.54 4.59*
Education 3.41 = 3.53 3.72*
Figure 18. Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP); ability to follow 
the safe flow of potentially hazardous foods through the operation; 
includes menu analysis, recipe development with critical control 
points, logs and verification procedures.
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Importance Education 
Executive Chef (A) 3.42 3.07
Corporate Chef (B) 3.84 3.38
Research Chef (C) 4.77 3.99
5
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
Question 207
- Importance 
■ Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
5
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
Question 207
4.77
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
I Importance 
I Education ; |
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 3.42®= 3.84*= 4.77*®
Education 3.07®= 3.38*= 3.99*®
Figure 19. Food Additives, Stabilizers, Starches, Binding Agents: ability to 
originate/adjust recipes to maintain desired taste, texture, 
consistency, etc. for the volume of food being prepared (i.e. from a 
single serving to servings of 200 or more).
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.04 3.02
4.44 3-46
4.34 3.40
Question 210
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
' Importance 
■ Education
Question 210
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
{■Importance
{■Education
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.04®= 4.44* 4.34*
Education 3.02 3.46 3.40
Figure 20. Menu Analysis/Differentiation: ability to analyze a company's menus 
and those of competitors and create differentiation in similar 
products (e.g. make company club sandwich different in appearance 
and value from a similar club sandwich at competitors).
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.31 3.15
4.57 3.37
4.77 3.69
Q uestion 213
5
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate
Chef(B)
Research 
Chef (C)
Type of Chef
- Importance 
Education
Q uestion 213
4.77
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
I Importance 
I Education
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.31®= 4.57* 4.77*
Education 3.15= 3.37= 3.69*®
Figure 21. Product Creation & Recipe Development: ability to create new 
products and develop appropriate recipes for implementation of 
those products.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.50 3.02
4.44 3-10
4.04 3.21
Q uestion 216
5.00
4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
■ Importance
■ Education
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate
Chef(B)
Research 
Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Q uestion 216
I Importance 
I Education I
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
importance 4.50= 4.44= 4.04*®
Education 3.02 3.10 3.21
Figure 22. Product Design and Gamish; ability to create new or unique 
customer plate presentations to enhance or differentiate company 
products.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.07 3.03
4.39 3.18
4.46 3.39
Question 219
5
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
' Importance 
■ Education
Question 219
5
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5 -
I Importance 
I Education |
Executive Corporate Research
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.07®= 4.39* 4.46'
Education 3.03= 3.18 3.39'
Figure 23. Cuttings/Tastings: ability to compare desired price and quality by 
organizing, in a controlled setting, direct product comparisons of 
different purveyors.
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Importance Education 
Executive Chef (A) 3.78 3.02
Corporate Chef (B) 4.21 3.20
Research Chef (C) 4.06 3.33
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
Q uestion 222
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
■ Importance
■ Education
Q uestion 222
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
I Importance | 
I Education |
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 3.78®= 4.21* 4.06*
Education 3.02= 3.20 3.33*
Figure 24. Research of Competition: ability to "shop" competitors who serve 
the sam e target market and correctly analyze the strengths and 
weaknesses to further enhance company market share.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.35 2.97
4.50 3.13
4.42 3.25
Q uestion 225
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
• Importance 
Education
Q uestion 225
Executive Corporate Research
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
I Importance 
I Education '
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.35 4.50 4.42
Education 2.97= 3.13 3.25*
Figure 25. Current Trends in Dining: ability to recognize and keep abreast of 
dining trends as they change or become modified.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.49 3.29
4.59 3.39
4.22 3.44
Question 228
5
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
• Importance 
■ Education
Question 228
{■Importance
{■Education
Executive Corporate Research
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.49= 4.59= 4.22*®
Education 3.29 3.39 3.44
Figure 26. Setting of Standards: ability to set standards for the desired quality 
and consistency of product and to implement programs for the 
training necessary to meet those standards.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.53 3.06
4.40 3.16
4.16 3.26
Question 231
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4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
Importance 
- Education
Question 231
I Importance i  
I Education I
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.53*^ 4.40 4.16*
Education 3.06 3.16 3.26
Figure 27. Hands-on Démonstrations: ability to personally demonstrate 
specific culinary techniques in one-on-one or group training 
sessions.
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Importance Education 
Executive Chef (A) 4.36 3.09
Corporate Chef (B) 4.28 3.17
Research Chef (C) 3.49 3.19
Question 234
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
■ Importance
■ Education i
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
4.36
Question 234
4.28
I Importance 
I Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.36^ 4.28C 3.49**
Education 3.09 3.17 3.19
Figure 28. Volume Production Cooking: ability to direct culinary operations in 
a  central kitchen which produces volume quantities of food (e.g. 
institutions, school lunch programs, high-volume buffets, etc.).
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Importance Education 
Executive Chef (A) 4.35 3.09
Corporate Chef (B) 4.48 3.22
Research Chef (C) 4.72 3.43
Q uestion 237
5
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
• Importance 
■ Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Q uestion 237
4.72
I Importance j 
I Education i
Executive Corporate Research
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.35'^ 4.48= 4.72*®
Education 3.09= 3.22 3.43*
Figure 29. Creativity. Ideation: ability to create (originate) ideas for new 
products or modify existing products to produce a new or unique 
variation.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.64 3-13
4.33 3.14
3.65 3.20
Question 240
5
4.5 
4
3.5 
3
2.5
■ Importance
■ Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Question 240
4.64
I importance 
I Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.64®= 4.33*= 3.65*®
Education 3.13 3.14 3.20
Figure 30. Gourmet Preparation: ability to develop and prepare "5 star* 
gourmet meals for VIP customers.
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Importance of Education 
Question #  Frequency Question # Frequency
First 228 37 Second 237 25
237 21 228 20
213 12 225 15
225 10 234 11
231 10 213 8
204 6 222 7
207 5 231 7
222 5 204 6
234 5 207 6
240 5 240 5
201 3 219 4
210 2 201 3
219 1 210 3
216 1 216 2
40
30
20
10
0
37
First
I Frequency
228  237  213  225  231 204  207  222  234  240  201 210  219  216
Question Number
Second
'■Frequency i
2530  -  
1 2 0  -  
10 -  
0 -
237  228  225  234  213  222  231 204  207  240  219  201 210  216
Question Number
Figure 31. Frequency Analysis of Culinary Competency Questions (page 1 ).
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Importance of Education (cont) 
Question# Frequency Question #  Weighted
Third 237 20 Total 228 170
228 19 237 133
231 18 225 74
225 14 231 62
222 13 213 54
204 10 234 43
240 7 222 42
234 6 204 40
201 4 240 32
207 2 207 32
210 2 201 19
213 2 210 14
216 2 219 13
219 2 216 9
30 - 
20 -  
10 J
0 J
Third
I  Frequency
237  228  231 225  222  204  240  234  201 207  210  213  216  219
Question Number
Total
I Weighted
1702 0 0  1 
100 j 
0 J
228  237  225  231 213  234  222  204  240  207  201 210  219  216
Question Number
Figure 32. Frequency Analysis of Culinary Competency Questions (page 2).
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Operational Competencies 
Figures 33 - 40
Question 301 : Set-Up Operating Systems, indicates a very high degree o f importance for 
both executive and corporate chef levels while the research chef level is above 
average (see significance on table page). Educational needs indicate more than a 
two-year degree is needed across all levels o f chef (figure 33).
Question 304: Kitchen Management, indicates a very high degree o f  importance at the 
executive chef level, a relatively high degree o f importance at the corporate chef 
level and just more than an average degree o f importance at the level o f research 
chef (see significance on figure page). Educational needs indicate more than a 
two-year degree is needed across aU levels o f chef (figure 34).
Question 307: Cost Control/Portion Control, indicates a very high degree o f importance 
at both the executive and corporate chef levels with the research chef level being 
significantly lower. Educational needs indicate that more than a two-year degree 
is needed across all levels o f chef (figure 35).
Question 310: Purchasing Methods, indicate that a very high degree of importance is
needed at both the executive and the corporate chef levels while the research chef 
level is significantly lower at more than average. Educational needs indicate that 
more than a  two-year degree is needed across all levels o f chef (figure 36).
Question 313: Inventory Methods, indicate a very high degree o f importance at the
executive chef level, a relatively high degree o f importance at the corporate chef 
level and just more than average at the research chef level (see significance on 
figure page). Educational needs indicate just more than a two-year degree is 
needed across all levels o f chef (figure 37).
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Question 316: Financial Report Analysis, indicates a very high degree o f  importance at 
both the executive and corporate chef levels while the research chef level is 
slightly above average (see significance on figure page). Educational needs 
indicate just over a two-year degree is needed across all levels o f  chef (figure 38).
Question 319: Operational Level Background, indicates a very high degree o f  importance 
across all levels o f chef, but significantly lower at the research chef level. 
Educational needs indicate just over a two-year degree is needed across all levels 
o f chef (figure 39).
Question 307 was listed as the most important in terms o f  education needed. Questions 
319 and 304 were ranked close as second and third respectively (figure 40).
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.44 3.21
4.54 3.34
3.54 3.28
Question 301
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
■ Importance 
Education
Q uestion 301
I Importance j 
I Education j
Executive Corporate Research
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
importance 4.44= 4.54= 3.54*®
Education 3.21 3.34 3.28
Figure 33. Set-up Operating Systems: ability to devise and implement 
operating systems to facilitate the flow of product from the 
back-of-house to the customer.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education 
4.70 3.22
4.33 3.22
3.16 3.17
Question 304
Importance
Education
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate
Chef(B)
Research 
Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Question 304
4.70
I Importance 
I Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test 
A B C
importance
Education
,BC4.70
3.22
AC4.33
3.22
AB3.16
3.17
Figure 34. Kitchen Management: administrative ability to efficiently manage 
product sources, stewarding, culinary personnel, etc. in 
back-of-house operations.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.68 3.29
4.68 3.37
4.07 3.36
Question 307
5.00
4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
- Importance 
■ Education
5.00
4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
4.68
Question 307
4.68
I Importance 
I Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.68= 4.68= 4.07**
Education 3.29 3.37 3.36
Figure 35. Cost Control/Portion Controllability to effectively control portion 
sizes and food cost percentages to achieve desired objectives.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance
4.51
4.42
3.69
Education
3.19
3.24
3.24
Q uestion 310
Importance
Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Q uestion 310
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Importance
Education
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.51= 4.42= 3.69*®
Education 3.19 3.24 3.24
Figure 36. Purchasing Methods; ability to determine the most cost effective 
suppliers for the desired product quality and implement optimal 
order quantities for projected usage.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.51 3.11
4.14 3.11
3.25 3.06
Question 313
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate
Chef(B)
Research 
Chef (C)
■ Importance 
Education
Type of Chef
Question 313
I Importance 
I Education j i
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate 
Chef(B)
Type of Chef
Research 
Chef (C)
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
Importance 4.51®= 4.14*= 325*®
Education 3.11 3.11 3.06
Figure 37. Inventory Methods; ability to utilize optimal inventory storage 
methods (FIFO. JIT. etc.) to minimize amount of necessary on-hand 
inventory without occuring unacceptable levels of stock-outs.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.31 3.53
4.51 3.62
3.44 3.52
Question 316
5.00
4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
- Importance 
■ Education
Executive 
Chef (A)
Corporate
Chef(B)
Research 
Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Question 316
I Importance 
I Education i
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
importance 4.31 = 4.51= 3.44*®
Education 3.11 3.11 3.06
Figure 38. Financial report Analysis: ability to read and correctly interpret P&L 
statement, compare actual results to budgeted numbers and make 
necessary corrections, if needed, to bring budget back in line.
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Executive Chef (A)
Corporate Chef (B)
Research Chef (C)
Importance Education
4.50 320
4.54 3.39
4.22 3.53
Question 319
• Importance 
Education
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef(B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Question 319
I importance 
i Education |
Executive Corporate Research 
Chef (A) Chef (B) Chef (C)
Type of Chef
Scheffe Post-Hoc Test
A B C
importance 4.50= 4.54= 4.22*®
Education 3.11= 3.11 3.06*
Figure 39. Operational Level Background; amount of job experience as 
preparation for position currently being held.
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Importance Of Education
First
Second
Third
Total
Question # Frequency
319 31
304 23
307 21
301 16
316 16
310 8
313 2
Question # Frequency
307 31
304 21
301 18
310 16
316 14
319 12
313 5
Question # Frequency;
301 24
304 22
319 17 ;
307 16
316 16
313 11
310 10
Question # Weighted '
307 141
319 134
304 133
301 108
316 92
310 50
313 27 i
40
30
20
10
0
First
319 304 307 301 316 310 313
Question Number
■ Frequency
40
30
20
10
0
Second
307 304 301 310 316 319 313
Question Numt>er
I Frequency
Third
[■Frequency
301 304 319 307 316 313 310
Question Number
Total
134 133
[■Weighted
307 319 304 301 316 310 313 
Question Number
Figure 40. Frequency Analysis of Operational Competency Questions.
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Dem ogr^hics
Tables 1-6 represent the frequency analysis and results o f the four questions on 
the demographic section o f the survey. Please note that occasionally a respondent chose 
not to answer a particular question, hence the number o f respondents for that question is 
less than 150. Question 1 : How many years have you woriced in the foodservice 
industry?
O f the 147 respondents who answered this question, 20 years (10.88 percent) was 
the most frequent response (Table 1). The mean number o f years in the industry was 
21.82. More than half (56.25 percent) reported experience between 16 and 25 years 
(Table 2).
Question 2 was a two-part question; What is the highest level o f education that 
you have completed? Respondents were then asked to list their major if  applicable. Some 
respondents (19) listed more than one degree. I f  the multiple degrees were in different 
areas o f study, both were included. For example, a four-year degree in food science and a 
Master’s degree in marketing, or a two-year degree in culinary arts and a four-year degree 
in political science. O f the 169 responses, almost half (43.79 percent) listed a two-year 
degree or vo-tech certificate and more than one fourth (28.40 percent) listed a four-year 
degree (table 3). In the major or other field o f  training, 64 percent o f the responses listed 
culinary arts or food science as their field o f study (table 4).
Question 3 asked respondents to list their present age by checking one o f six 
categories. O f the 147 respondents who answered this question (3 did not respond to this 
question), almost three quarters of them (73.47 percent) listed their age as between 31 and 
50 (table 5).
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Question 4 asked respondents to list their present position/title. Several 
respondents chose to list multiple positions (such as executive chef and owner). In those 
cases, table 6 reflects both answers by respondents because the validity o f one answer is 
equal to the validity o f the other. The most frequent response (almost one-fourth of the 
responses-24.05 percent) list research chef as their position. Almost 30 percent o f the 
respondents listed their position as executive or corporate chef. This would indicate that 
more than half o f  the respondents were employed in the edacities germane to this 
survey.
Table 1 Number o f Years in Industrv
Years Frequency Percent Years Frequency Percent
20 16 10.88 5 2 1.36
25 12 8.16 13 2 1.36
15 10 6.80 14 2 1.36
30 9 6.12 17 2 1.36
12 8 5.44 26 2 1.36
24 8 5.44 36 2 1.36
22 7 4.76 37 2 1.36
16 6 4.08 40 2 1.36
23 6 4.08 50 2 1.36
27 6 4.08 1 1 0.68
10 5 3.40 7 I 0.68
29 5 3.40 32 1 0.68
19 4 2.72 33 1 0.68
21 4 2.72 35 1 0.68
8 3 2.04 42 1 0.68
11 3 2.04 44 1 0.68
18 3 2.04 45 1 0.68
28 3 2.04 56 1 0.68
4 2 1.36 Total 147 100.00
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Number o f Years in Industrv (Grouped bv 5 Year Intervals)
Years Frequency Percentage
0 to 5 5 3.40
6 to 10 9 6.12
11 to 15 25 17.01
16 to 20 31 21.09
21 to 25 37 25.17
26 to 30 25 17.01
Over 30 15 10.20
Total 147 100.00
Table 3 Educated Completed
Education Frequency Percent
Two-Year College Degree or Vo-Tech Certificate 74 43.79
Four-year College Degree 48 28.40
Graduate Degree 22 13.02
Some College or Vo-Tech 18 10.65
High School or GED 4 2.37
Other 3 1.78
Total 169 100.00
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Table 4 Major or Other Field o f  Training
Major / Training Frequency Percent
Culinary Arts 73 48.67
Food Science 23 15.33
Busuness Managment 10 6.67
Hospitality Education 9 6.00
Hotel Administration 6 4.00
MBA 6 4.00
Educational Technology 4 2.67
Political Science 4 2.67
Human Resources 3 2.00
Biology 3 2.00
Aprenticeship 3 2.00
Chemistry 2 1.33
Marketing 2 1.33
Training In Europe 1 0.67
Economics 1 0.67
Total 150 100.00
Table 5 Age
Age Frequency Percent
31 to 40 58 39.46
41 to 50 50 34.01
51 to 60 19 12.93
21 to 30 13 8.84
Over 60 7 4.76
Total 147 100.00
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Table 6 Job Position or Title
Position / Title Frequency Percent
Research Chef 38 24.05
Executive Chef 28 17.72
Corporate Chef 19 12.03
Educator 18 11.39
Owner 10 6.33
Food & Beverage Director 9 5.70
Director o f Product Development 7 4.43
Business Level Manager 7 4.43
Vice President 6 3.80
Marketing Specialist 5 3.16
Food Technologist 4 2.53
Consultant 3 1.90
Senior Brand Manager 3 1.90
President 1 0.63
Other 158 100.00
Open Ended Questions 
Question 5 asked the respondents how they would feel about the implementation 
o f a Master’s level program for training/knowledge enhancement of corporate/research 
chefs. Of the 138 respondents who answered this question, 115 (83.33 percent) approved 
and 23 (16.67 percent) disapproved. Many of the conunents pertaining to this question 
were emphatic in their approval. “Long overdue” and‘T would attend” were typical of 
these responses. A full accounting o f the responses, both for and against, are listed in 
Appendix m .
Question 6 asked respondents for comments regarding the competencies needed 
for chefs o f various levels to be successful in the future. Although not all of the 
respondents made comments in this question, most of those who did mentioned concerns
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about field training, hands-on experience and technical skills. A full accounting o f the 
comments for this question are listed in Appendix m .
Question 7 asked respondents for any specific competencies not listed or 
addressed in the survey instrument. A total o f 17 different categories were addressed. The 
most frequent were;
•  Computer skills (7 respondents)
•  Technical skills (6 respondents)
•  Scientific knowledge; chemistry, food science (5 respondents)
•  Formal education (5 respondents)
A full accounting o f  the comments for this question are listed in Appendix m .
Summary Findings o f the Chapter 
The findings o f  this chapter were reported in three sections; competencies, 
demographics and open ended questions. The competencies section was further 
subdivided into Human Resource Management Competencies, Human Relations 
Competencies, Culinary Competencies and Operational Competencies.
Internal Communications Skills (Q.019) was ranked as the most important 
competency of the Human Resource Management subsection. Employee Training/Career 
Development (Q.007) and Job Description/Task Analysis (Q.OOl) were also deemed to be 
very important. In each question o f this subsection, with the exception of Q.019, the 
competency being rated was less important at the research chef level than at either the 
executive or corporate chef levels. Educational needs were at or above the two-year 
degree level with the research chef level needing more for each competency.
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In the Human Relations subsection. Problem Solving/Decision Making Skills (Q. 
119) was ranked as the most important competency. External Communication Skills (Q. 
116) and Organizational Skills/Leadership (Q. 116) were also deemed important. The 
mean average of importance and the mean average of education were noticeably higher 
for the competencies in this subsection. The only exception was Interaction with 
Peers/Peer Organizations (Q. 101) in which the educational needs were ranked as less 
than a two-year degree needed. The importance means were still well above average.
Culinary Competencies comprised the longest subsection. Setting o f Standards 
(Q. 228) was ranked as the most important competency with Creativity (Q. 237) and 
Current Trends in Dining (Q. 225) ranked second and third in importance o f education 
needed. Educational ratings for this subsection were significantly higher than the other 
three subsections. With the exception o f Menu Analysis/Differentiation (Q. 210), the 
research chef level required more education in each competency than either the executive 
or corporate chef levels. Importance rankings were split between all three levels o f chef 
with both the executive and corporate chef levels having a higher mean in four different 
competencies each and the research chef level having a higher mean in six competencies.
In the Operational Competencies subsection. Cost Control/Portion Control (Q.
307) was ranked as the most important o f the competencies. Operational Level 
Background (Q. 319) and Kitchen Management (Q. 304) were rated second and third 
respectively. Overall the competencies in this subsection are much more important to 
both the executive and corporate chef levels than the research chef level. Educational 
needs are well above the two year degree level for each category o f chef.
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Demographically, the typical respondent has worked in the foodservice industry 
for more than 21 years, is about 40 years old, has at least a two-year degree in a food 
related area of study and is currently employed as a chef. Questions from the open ended 
section indicates that the respondent also approves o f  more training at a higher level, but 
has concerns about the actual amount o f hands-on technical skills available at that level.
The hold out portion o f  the survey showed strong evidence of validity for the 
competency ratings. Appendix IV represents the results o f the hold out portion o f the 
survey with upper and lower limits set at a 95 percent confidence level. All main survey 
competency means fall well within these boundaries.
The statistical analysis filtered for those respondents who disapproved o f the 
proposed Master’s level program showed no significant difference in demographics (i.e. 
number of years in industry was 21.81 years as opposed to the survey mean o f 21.82).
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY, KEY FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter used data generated by two groups o f professionals who are currently 
active members o f the foodservice industry and directly involved with the topics o f this 
study: (1) members o f the Research Chefs Association [RCA] and (2) members o f the 
American Culinary Federation [ACF]. Based on assumption number 2, conclusions 
drawn from this study may be generalized to the opinions o f current chefs working within 
the hospitality and as chef instructors (educators).
Summary
The primary purpose o f this study was to assess the need for a Master’s level 
program for training /  education o f corporate and research chefs. Additionally, it 
determined the importance and educational requirements o f key competencies utilized by 
chefs in day-to-day foodservice operations.
Key Findings
The objectives o f this study were met by answering the following questions:
Question 1: Are there particular competencies which are deemed more important
86
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than others for the position o f  “chef 7  The null hypothesis here would be 
that all competencies needed for the position o f “chef ’ are equally 
important.
Key Findings: not only are there particular competencies which are deemed more 
important than others between the competency groups, but within each competency group 
as well. Overall, the most important competency was Internal Communication Skills (Q. 
019) in the Human Resource Management Competency group (competency mean o f 
4.60). Problem Solving/Decision Making (Q. 119) o f  the Human Relations group ranked 
second. Culinary Competencies, Product Creation & Recipe Development (Q.213), 
Creativity/Ideation (Q.237) and HACCP (Q. 204) rounded out the top five most 
important competencies. Cost Control/Portion Control (Q. 307), ranked sixth, was the 
highest ranked Operational Competency. A  ranking o f all the Questions, overall and by 
group is listed in Appendix V. The null hypothesis was rejected.
Question 2: Is a particular competency more important for one level (or title) o f 
chef than another? The null hypothesis here would be that a particular 
competency is equally important across all levels (or titles) of chef.
Key Gndings: there was a difference in means between the three levels of chef in 
each o f the competencies rated. In 33 of the 35 competencies (94.29 percent), there was a 
significant difference as determined by the Scheffe Post-Hoc test for each competency.
The two exceptions o f  the significance test were Q. 119 (Problem Soh.ong/Decision 
Making) and Q. 225 (Current Trends in Dining). Both questions were rated very high in 
importance (Q. 119 rated second and Q. 225 rated ninth). In Q. 119, both the executive 
chef level and the corporate chef level were rated higher than the research chef level. In
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Q. 225, the executive chef level was rated the lowest while the corporate chef level was 
rated the highest. The null hypothesis was rejected.
Question 3: Does the degree of education needed to obtain proficiency in a
particular competency differ from the importance of that competency? The 
null hypothesis here would be that the degree of education needed to 
obtain proficiency in a particular competency equal to the importance of 
that competency.
Key findings: in each competency the mean degree o f education is less than the 
mean degree o f  importance for that competency. A gap analysis indicates that on average, 
the mean o f importance is almost 20 percent higher than the mean of education (see 
Appendix VI). The null hypothesis was rejected.
Question 4 : Is there a need, or sufficient demand for, a continuing education
program at a Master’s level for Corporate and Research Chefs? The null 
hypothesis here would be that there is no need, or a sufficient lack of 
interest in, a Master’s level program o f continuing education for Corporate 
and Research Chefs.
Key findings: o f the 138 responses to this question, an overwhelming majority 
(115—83.33 percent) indicated their approval for such a program. Many o f the comments 
from this question (listed in Appendix HI) acknowledged the need for a program of this 
type and requested more information regarding such a program should it be established. 
Comments were also raised regarding the concurrent training in technical (hands-on) 
aspect o f advanced education in this area and the time firame needed to complete such a 
degree successfully.
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Since 41.42 percent o f responses (see table 3) indicate a four-year degree or more, 
a statistical generalization can be drawn which would indicate that 46.6 percent o f current 
professional chefs (probability of: number o f respondents who answered question 5, 
number o f affirmative responses, number of Master’s level eligible candidates) would 
have an interest in participating in such a program. Based on Assumption 2 (2.The 
respondents were sufficient in geographical distribution, scope o f  authority and industry 
experience as to accurately reflect the opinions of chefe in the hospitality industry.), the 
null hypothesis was rejected.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are based on an analysis of the study’s findings.
1. Current professional chefs feel that the most important o f the competencies
ranked in each area are:
a.) Human Resource Management Competencies—Internal Communications 
Skills (Q.019) and Delegation of Duties /Responsibilities (Q. 013).
b.) Human Relations Competencies—Problem Solving/Decision Making Skills 
(Q.119) and Organizational Skills/Leadership (Q. 16).
c.) Culinary Competencies—Product Creation & Recipe Development (Q. 213) 
and Creativity/Ideation (Q. 237).
d.) Operational Competencies—Cost Control/Portion Control (Q. 307) and 
Operational Level Background (Q. 319).
O f these, the ability to communicate and resolve problems were ranked
most important, followed by creativity in the culinary skills area
(Appendix V).
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5. Competencies not specifically addressed in the survey instrument, but which 
received comments and support firom respondents, centered around computer 
skills, scientific knowledge (chemistry & food science) and more formal 
education (Appendix HI).
6. More than 85 percent o f the respondents have completed vo-tech training or a 
college degree. (Table 3). The respondents’ personal knowledge o f  the value that 
education and formal training provide, coupled with the approval percentage, 
gives support for the needed implementation o f a Master’s level program.
Future Recommendations 
Based on the findings of this study, recommendations are made in two areas: the 
first detailing specific course possibilities for study, the second encompassing 
methodology / logistics o f the program itself.
Specific course possibilities could include the following areas o f study adapted to 
the Hotel Administration (HOA) program (e.g.. Advanced Food Science, Advanced Food 
Safety for Food Safety-Food Microbiology 670):
From the College o f Science and Mathematics:
•  Food Safety-Food Microbiology (670)
•  Topics in Applied Microbiology
•  General Microbiology 
From the chemistry department:
•  Toxicology
•  Spectroscopy (trace components in food)
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•  Polymer Chemistry-Biopolymer Chemistry (cellophane, carbohydrates, etc.)
•  Protein Chemistry
From the College o f Health Sciences: there is a wide variety of relevant nutrition 
courses available under Kinesiological Science. These would complement the specific 
courses firom the College o f  Science and Mathematics.
With the degree o f emphasis placed upon the importance o f communication, 
problem solving, decision making and creativity (thinking outside the box), there are a 
substantial number o f elective courses in the Hotel College which would address these 
areas. Advanced course work in: Organizational Theory Applied to the Service Industries 
(HMD 407), Hotel-Motel Operations and Management (HMD 454) and Business Writing 
(ENG 403) are courses which would address these particular issues. Of specific concern 
to the philosophy o f  the Hotel College is the low degree of importance placed upon 
employee retention and recognition. A mandatory course addressing this area should also 
be a part o f any proposed degree program.
The logistics /  methodology o f implementing a Master’s level program would 
need to address the issue o f  time management. It is highly unlikely that a significant 
number o f those interested in such a program could leave their present positions to attend 
classes at UNLV on a semester basis for the full term o f the degree. Distance learning 
(any o f several methods), concentrated courses (similar to summer sessions), seminars on 
specific topics and combinations o f distance learning with on-campus lab experience are 
some o f the possibilities which may be explored. To date, there is no such program in 
existence to benefit the corporate / research chefs. This study has confirmed the need and 
desire for further specialized training in the foodservice industry. Furthermore, it has
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identified specific areas in which; this training should be concentrated, current 
professionals in this field believe to be important and more education is warranted. Given 
the potential rewards for furthering the training and education o f this huge reservoir o f 
talent, finding solutions to any logistical difficulties in implementing a program of this 
nature is virtually mandated.
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From: Gary Brant CWPC 
5269 Camden Ave 
Las Vegas, NV 89122 
(702) 458-6697 
E-mail: brant @nevada.edu
I am a graduate student doing research in conjunction with UNLV’s Food & Beverage 
department of the Hotel College. It will eventually lead to a needs assessment for a Master's 
level program training corporate/research chefs. At this point in time the research is primarily 
focused on the differences is required skills and competencies between an executive chef and a 
corporate/research chef. I feel that your input in this matter would be extremely valuable. To that 
end, the questions for your consideration are:
What does a corporate chef do (job description)?
What are the job responsibilities?
What is the involvement is service training?
What emphasis is needed on a resume (what prepared you)?
What are the future needs for a corporate/research chef in the food service 
industry?
What is the involvement in marketing?
What is the involvement in the scientific aspect (nutrition, food science, etc.)?
How much background is needed at the operational level?
How much background is needed in science (chemistry, microbiology, etc.)?
How much background in menu engineering?
How much involvement is in creativity, original ideas?
What are the main competencies required that are not mentioned above (organizational 
skills, etc.)?
What effect does your decision have in the corporate structure (cuttings for 
example)?
In what respect do these areas differ from the competencies required of an 
executive chef?
Please keep in mind that these questions are to help determine the required competencies needed 
for a corporate/research chef and to differentiate that position from the competencies required of 
an executive chef. I would anticipate about a 45 minute time frame for these questions. Again, 
thank you for your time in this matter. If  you have any questions regarding this research, please 
feel free to contact the Food and Beverage department at 895-1330 or the Office of Sponsored 
Programs at 895-1357 for information regarding the rights of research subjects.
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GARY BRANT CWPC
5269 Camden Avenue 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89122 
Phone: (702) 458-6697 
E-mail: brant nevada.edu
February 16, 1999 
Dear Colleague,
The purpose of this research is to determine the competencies required for the various titled 
positions of “Chef’ as rated by professionals in the foodservice industry. You have been 
selected to participate in a questionnaire designed to help define these competencies and 
their relative importance. It is being administered in conjimction with the William F. Harrah 
College of Hotel Administration at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
Although this survey is somewhat lengthy, your input is extremely important for the 
determination of courses which may be offered in a Master’s level program for corporate 
and/or research chefs. This will be based on those competencies which you believe are 
required and are important for efficient, effective future chefs. This survey of the 
professionals in our industry is the first of its kind. Please help achieve the response rate 
needed and complete the survey today. It is estimated that it will take approximately 
thirty (30) minutes to complete. If it fits your schedule better, please complete a section at a 
time. Please return by March 21, 1999. For your convenience, a self-addressed stamped 
envelope has been provided.
You may be assured o f complete confidentiality. The questionnaire has no space for your 
name, nor does it have any identification numbers. Upon its return, the completed survey 
will be removed fi'om the return envelope and processed. The return envelopes will be held 
for a drawing on the last day of March. In appreciation for your assistance, a drawing fi-om 
the return envelopes will be held and $250 will be awarded. To be entered into the drawing, 
please put your name and address on the return envelope.
We will all benefit from your participation in this survey. From you responses and 
comments, educational courses and programs can be developed which will realistically serve 
the educational needs o f our industry. Should you have any questions about this study, you 
can contact me at (702) 458-6697. If you would like additional information regarding your 
rights as a respondent, please contact the Office of Sponsored Programs at (702) 895-1357.
Sincerely,
Gary Brant CWPC
Candidate for the Degree of Master of Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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Educational Needs Assessment Study 
of Chefs in the Hospitality Industry
This survey includes 5 major areas which have been identified as primary responsibilities of 
a Chef in the hospitality industry. Under each area is a list o f job competencies.
Please complete the following steps:
1. Read each question carefully and evaluate the importance and the educational need 
of each competency for the level of chef to which it applies. On the left side of the question 
circle the number (I to 5) which is most applicable to die importance of the job competency 
question.
Of No Importance Of Highest Importance
1 2 3 4 5
2. On the right side of each question circle the number (I to 5) that best describes the 
degree of education needed for each competency. The more education necessary, the higher 
the number circled with 1 being little or none required (not applicable) and 5 being the 
highest amoimt o f education required for that particular job competency.
High School or Less Master’s Degree or
Better
1 2 3 4 5
3. Rank the top three competencies needed in each area (by order of their importance) 
using the question numbers on the far left side of the page.
4. Next, complete the final section regarding background information.
5. Check the survey to make sure that all pages and/or lines have been filled in!
6. PLEASE return the completed survey within one week in the postage-paid
envelope provided and you will be entered into the drawing to win $250!!!_______________
For purposes of this survey, the following definitions have been established regarding the
parameters and/or scope of responsibility.
Executive Chef: the person in charge of kitchen(s) / back-of-house operations for an 
individual property. This would include properties firom a single, fi'ee-standing restaurant to 
multiple-level outlets at a single property (such as a buffet, cafe, steakhouse, sports deli, 
specialty restaurant, etc. in a hotel complex).
Corporate Chef: the individual who has responsibility for the kitchen operations and menus 
at two or more separate properties. This person will generally have a chef (or manager) at 
each individual property who handles the actual day-to-day operations (chain restaurants for 
example).
Research Chef: the person involved with product and recipe development in the wholesale 
market Can also be “hired” by another company on a consultant basis.
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Please circle the number which best evaluates the importance o f the competency on the left and the educanon necessary on the nght ibr each 
chef cfassi iTcauon.
IMPORTANCg EDTTATIQN
Ot No Importance Of Great Importance Hîÿt School or Less Matter's Oep ee or Setter
: :  3 s  i  I 2 3 b 5
A
DECREE OF 
DIPORT.\>CE
HCMA.N RESOURCE .>LA.\AGE>IE>'T 
COMPETENCIES
DEGREE OF 
EDUCATION
Ü01 .1 Job Descrippon/Taslc Analysis: ability to define a panicuiar job and 
analyze the essential tasks necessary for completion of that job.
a. 1 2  3 4 5 1 Job Describnon/Taslc .\nalvsis—Execunve Chef 1 1 2 3 4 5
b I 2 3 4 5 1 Job DescriotionrTask Anaivsis—Corporate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
1 2  3 4 5 1 Job DescriottorvTasIc .\nalvsts—Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
Ü04 Scheduling.'Safiing; ability to schedule appropriate personnel in a 
manner such that the desired level of customer service is met while 
maintaining optimal efficiency of expended man-bouis worked.
1. 1 I 2 3 4 5 ( ScheduIinzrStafiEme—Executive Chef I I  2 3 4 5
b i I 2 3 4 5 i SchedulineStaSme—Corporate Chef t 1 2 3 4 5
1 ! 2 3 4 5 1 Schedu!ine.'Stafiine—Research Chef 1 1  2 3 4 5 1
0Ü" Employee Training/Career Development: ability to guide employees in 
the proper, efficient performance of their duties while also helping them 
to set and achieve goals which will help advance their chosen careers.
a. 1 2  3 4 5 Emolovee TraimnzCareer Development—Exetnitive Chef 1 2 3 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 Emolovee Tiainmei'Cateer Development—Cotpotate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
1 2  3 4 5 Employee Training/Career Development-Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
010 Employee Recognition/Retention Programs: ability to originate and 
administer programs; which recognize those individuals who exceed 
expectations, and which reihue empioyee turnover ratios.
a. 1 2  3 4 5 Employee recoenition/retention Proerams—Execunve Chef 1 2 3 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 Emolovee tecognition/tetention Programs—Corporate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 Emolovee recognition/retentioo Progiams—Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
013 Delegation of Duties/Responsibilities: ability to effectively delegate 
divisions of labor (with appropriate audiority) to subordinates.
a. 1 2 3 4 5 Delegation of Duties/Responsibilities-Executive Chef 1 2 3 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 Delegation of Duties/Resoonsibilities—Corporate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
c. 1 2 3 4 5 Delegation of Duties/Responsibilities—Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
016 Policy/Procedure Development: abiliq/ to originate changes in procedures 
and guidelines which effectively reflect current trends in company 
policies and expectations.
a. 1 2 3 4 5 Policv/Procedure Development-Executive Chef 1 2 3 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 Policv/Trocedure Development—Corporate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 Policv/Procedure Develooment—Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
019 Ihteinal Communication Skills: abiliqr to effectively communicate, both 
orally and in writing, to mtra-company personneL
a. 1 2 3 4 5 Internal Communication Skills—Execunve Chef 1 2 3 4 5
b 1 2  3 4 5 Internal Communication Skills—Corporation Chef 1 2 3 4 5
c. 1 2 3 4 5 Internal Communication Skills—Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5 1
Please rank the top three competencies based on the education needed to effectively perfonn them. L'se 
question numbers on the far left side o f page for identification of competency.
First Second____  Third________
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please arcie  the number -which best evaluates the ttrtportaacs at the competency on the IcA 4ttd the education necessary on the nght âsr acn 
chet clauitîcaaon
fVfprtgTxvrc E52Ü iZ C ^
Of*Vo uTOortance CfCfSscIirooftasce Htglt Scaool or L as Masser't Ccyee -ar Scaer
I z }  ^ s
i B 1 DECREE OF ! CVIPORT.A.VCE
HOLA.V RELATIONS COMPETENCIES | DECREE OF 
EDL'C.ATION
1 101 latstacnon "wh Pees. Peer Organcanens: acave pareceaaoa -Jt ±ose 
professional orgacizacons airscdy related :o the foo<iser.6ce incusey 
(Leu. ACE. IFSE.A. RCA. es;); socialâatioa -aff-ptesases’* wtrh ±ose 
who hold similar ' comsatacle eositioa dries.
X . : :  4 ; 1 interacson ■vtth Peers. Peer Orsasizaaons—Execunve Cbef 1 1 ; 2 3 4 5 !
I b. 1 1  2 3 4 5 1 laieracsoa -vtth Peers. Peer Orsancanons—Co morale Chef 1 1 : 2 3 4 5 1
i c. ' 1 2 3 4 5 1 iaieracncr. v-.tr. Peers. Peer Oraasizanons—Research Che: 1 ! . 2 3 4 5 1
1 ' ° - 1 
i 1
Timc-Stress Macagemenn ability to opnmaily utdize periods of available 
nme with minimal waste and iaeSicieacy. semng prionces to avoùi 
unnecessary stress pressures.
1 j- 1 1 : 3 4 5 1 Timer Stress Managemenr—Executive Chef 1 1 I 2 3 4 5 1
! b. 1 1  2 3 4 5 1 TimeiStress Matiaeemeat-Coroorate Chef 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 1
1 :. 1 ! ;  3 4 5 TimerStress .Manaeetnear-Research Che: 1 1 1  2 3 4 5 1
lor CoiuIicrCnsis .Managemenz abtlity to enecrively resolve both poietmal 
and real conilics or crisis which arise, in a timely and efficient manner.
I 1- I t  2 3 4 5 CotulicbCnsis .Maiueement—Executive Chef 1 2 3 4 5
1 b. 1 1 : 3 4 5 CondicrChsis Manaeeatent-Conjotate Chef 1 I 2 3 4 5
1 11  2 3 4 5 ConiticdCnsis .Vtanasemear—Research Chef 1 : 2 3 4 5 i
110 External Communianon Skills: ability to ehfeeavely communicate, both 
orally and in writing, widt adividuals not direcdy employed by die 
company (Le. peeqs). peer groups and organganota. eusromers. 
purveyors and other assocôres. etc.).
i 1 2 3 4 5 Wntren Exmmal Cotsmumcaaoa Sidlls-cxecarive Chef 1 1  2 3 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 %'titten Exomal Catnmunieacon Skills—Corsotare Chef I I  2 3 4 5
c. 1 2 3 4 5 Wntren External Communication Skills—Research Che: 1 1  2 3 4 5
113 PresenacontPublic Speaking SksQs: ability to present ideas, concepts or 
programs to groups of people m. either a private a t a  public forum.
3. 1 1 2 3 4 5 1 PreseaBtiotu'Public Soealdnz Skills—Executive Chef 1 1 1 2 3 4 5
1 b. 1 1 2  3 4 5 1 Presentation/Eabiic Soealdnz SIdlls—Coroorate Chef 1 1 1 2 3 4 5
c. 1 1 2 3 4 5 1 Preseatanoa'Fublic Soealdnz Skills—Research Chef 1 1 1 2 3 4 5
116 Organizational Skills /  Leadership: ability to effectively provide strucuire I 
and cohesiveness within depamnental units while efficiently achieving 
proj'ecred objecsves and goals. I
1 1. 1 1 2 3 4 5 1 Omngatiooal Skills /  Leadersfaio—Execunve Chef 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 1
b. ! 1 2  3 4 5 Orzaninatiorial Skill* /  Leadershio—Corootate Chef 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 1
c. 1 1 2 3 4 5 Orzanizational Skills /  Leadershio—Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
119 Problem Solving .'Decision Makmg Skills: ability to solve ptoblems and 
make decisions regarding the "best" alternative is a tnnely manner, while 
utilizing sufficient input for the decision to be an tafoimed oae.
3. 1 1 2  3 4  5 Problem Solvtnz ' DecBion Maldnz Skills-Execunve Chef 1 1 : 2 3 4 5
b. 1 1 2 3 4  5 1 Problem Solvine / Decision Maldnz Skills—Coraorate Chef 1 1 1 2 3 4 5
c. i 1 2 3 4 5 1 I 1 2 3 4 5
Please rank die top three competencies based on the educanon needed to effectiveiy perrbmt them. LTse 
question numbers on the far left side of page for identification of competency.
First_______ Second_______  Third________
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Please arcle  the number which best évoluâtes the importance o f  the competency on thefett and die education necessary on die nght for each 
C het' ctauilicaoon.
iM pnRTAVCs rat-rv-TTO v
Ct'No rmoonance Of Great finpoiiance High School or Leas Master's Cegree or Bener
1 I  J 4  Î  1 :  3 A 5
c DEGREE OF 
IMPORTANCE
CULINARY COMPETENCIES DEGREE OF 
EDUCATION
:o i Nuthtion.' Restrictive Dietary Needs; Understanding of ±e autntient 
quality of foods and ability to generate specific menus based on diecny 
needs (Le. balanced by food groups, sugar-fiee. low-nc. tesaicad caiocic 
intake, etc.)
4 5 N'titnqon ' Restncnve Dietarv N'cctis—Ececattve Chet 3 4 5
b. I I 2 3 4 1 Nutrition /  Restncnve Dietarv Needs—Coraorate Chef 1 t I 1 1 4 5
1 t 2 t 4 5 1 Nutntion ' Resmcrive Dietarv Needs—Research Chef I I 2 3 4 j
204 Hazard Analysis Cnricai Control Pomt ( HACCP): ability to follow the 
sale flow of potentially hazardous foods through the operation: mcludes 
menu analysis, recipe development with critical control points. logs, and 
vérification procedures.
a. 1 I 2 3 4 H.ACCP—Execunve Chef 1 i  : 2 3 4 :
b. ! ‘ - 3 4
5 HACCP-Coraorate Chef 1 I 2 3 4 5
1 1 2 3 4 5 HACCP—Research Chef 1 I 2 3 4 3
207 Food .Additives. Srabilmers. Starches. Binding Agents: ability to ortgnute 
1 adjust recipes to maintain desired taste, texture, consisrency. etc. for the 
volume o f food being prepared (Le. fiom a single serving to servings of 
200 or tnore).
a. 1 I 2 3 4 5 1 Food .Additives. Stabilizers. Starches. Bindinz Agents—Execunve Chef I 2 1 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 Food Additives. Stabilizers. Starches. Binding Agents—Coraorate <2hef I 2 3 4 5
c. ! 2 3 4 5 Food Additives. Stabilcreis. Starches. Binding Agents—Research Chef I 2 3 4 5
210 Menu Analysis, Differentiarion: ability to analyze company’s menus and 
those o f  competitats and create differentiation in sunilar products (Le: 
make company club sandwich digerent in appearance and value fiom a 
similar club sandwich at compehtots).
a. I 2 3 4 5 Menu .Analysis. Differentiation—Comm. Chef I 2 3 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 Menu Analvsis. Difforenriation—Core. Chef I 2 3 4 5
c. I 2 3 4 5 Menu Analvsis. Difforenriation-Research Chef I 2 3 4 5
213 Product Craaiiott S l Recipe Development: ability to create new products 
and develope appropriate recipes for hnplemenotion o f those products
a. 1 2 3 4 5 Praduct Creanon & Recioe Develooment—Executive Chef I 2 3 4
b. 1 2 3 4 5 Product Creation i t . Recioe Develooment—Coraorate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
c. I 2 3 4 5 Product Creation & Recioe Develooment-Research Chef 1 1 2 3 4 5
216 Product Design and Garnish: abQi^ to cream new or unique customer 
plate presentations to etfoance or differentiate company products
a. 1 I 2 3 4 Product Design and Garnish-Executive Chef I 2 X 4 j
b. f 1 2 3 4 Ç Product Design and Gaimsh-Caroorate Chef I 2 3 4 5
c. 1 I 2 3 4 5 Product Design and Garnish-Research Chef I 2 3 4 5
219 Cuttings/Tastings: ability to compare desired price and quality by 
organizing, in a controlled setting, direct product comparisom of different 
purveyors
a. 1 I 2 3 4 5 Cuttings /  Tastings—Executive Chef f 1 1 3 4 5
b. 1 I 2 3 4 S Cuttings ! Tastings—Coraorate Chef 1 I  t 2 3 4 c
c. 1 ! 2 3 4 5 Cuttings /  Tastings—Research Chef 1 1 I ■> 3 4 5
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Please circle die number which best evaluates the importance o f the competency on the left and the education necessary on the nght for each 
chef classiftcanon
IMPORTANCE edl-c a tio n
of No Importance Of Great Importance High School or Less Master’s Degree or Setter
1 : 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5
c DEGREE OF 
I.MPORTANCE
CtXDiARY COMPETENCIES (cont.) DEGREE OF 
EDUCATION
Research of Compencton: ability lo -shop" competitots who serve the 
same target market and correctly anaylze the strengths and weaknesses to 
hinher enhance company market share.
a. 1 i 2 % 4 5 Research of Comnetinon—Execunve Chef I 2 3 4 5
b. 1 I 1 3 4 5 Research o f Comoetmon—Comorate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
c. 1 : 2 X 4 5 Research o f  Comnetinon—Research Chef I 2 3 4 5
225 Current Trends in Dming: ability to recognize and keep abreast o f  dining 
trends as they change or become modified.
a. i 1 4 5 Current Trends m Oinmc—Executive Chef 1 I 3 4 5
b. I 2 4 5 Current Trends hi Dinine—Coraorate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
c. I 2 4 5 Current Trends in Dmina—Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
223 Setting o f Standards: ability to set standards ofr the desired quality and 
consistency of product and to implement pmyame for the ttaining 
necessary to meet those standards
a. I 2 X 4 5 Settmc of Standards—Executive Chef 1 2 3 4 5
b. I 2 3 4 5 Settina o f Standards—Coraorate Chef 1 2 3 4 S
c. I 2 3 4 5 Setting o f Standanis—Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
231 Hands-on Demonstrations: ability to personally demonstrate specific 
culinary technitpies in one-on-one or group training sessions.
a. I 2 3 4 5 Hands-on Demonstrations—Executive Chef 1 2 3 4 5
b. I 2 3 4 5 Hands-on Demonstrations—Cotnorate Chef I X 3 4 S
c. I 2 3 4 5 Hands-on Demonstrations-Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
234 Volume Production Cooking: ability to direct culinary operations in a 
central kitchen winch produces volume quantities o f food (Le: 
institutioos. school lunch programs, high-volume buffets, etc.).
a. I 2 3 4 5 Volume Production Cooldne—Executive Chef 1 2 3 4 5
b. I 2 3 4 5 Volume Production Cooldnz-Cortmrate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
c. I 2 3 4 5 Volume Production Cookine—Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
Creativity. Ideation: ability to create (originate) ideas for new products or 
modify existing products to produce a new or unique variation.
a. I 2 3 4 5 Creativitv. Ideation—Executive Chef I 2 3 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 Creativity. Ideation—Coraorate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
c. I 2 3 4 5 Creativitv. Ideadon—Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
240 Gourmet Preparation: ability to develope and prepare "S sor" gourmet 
meals for VIP customers.
a. I 2 3 4 5 Gourmet Pteoaration—Executive Chef 1 3 4 5
b. I 2 3 4 5 Gourmet Pteoaration—Coraorate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
c. 1 I ? 3 4 5 Gourmet Preoaration-Research Chef I 2 3 4 5
Please rank the top three competencies based on the education needed to effectively perform them. Use 
question numbers on the far left side of page for identification o f competency.
First_______  Second________  Third________
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Please circle the numher which best evaluates the importance o f  the competency on the left and the education necessary on the nght for each 
chef classiGcaoon
IMTOBTANCS e p l - c a t iq n
OfNo Importance Of Great Imponance High School or Less Master's Degree or Serrer
1 : 3 4 5  1 : 3 4 5
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D DEGREE OF 
DIPORT.Oi'CE
o p e r a t io n a l  c o m p e t e n c ie s DEGREE OF
e d u c a t io n
301 Set-up of Operating Systems: ability to devise and implement opetatmg 
systems to facilitate the flow of product ftom the back-of-house to the 
customer.
a. ! 2 X 4 5 Set-uD of Ooeiatme Svstems—Executive Chef I 2 3 4 5
b. I 2 3 4 5 Set-up of Opeiatinc Svstems—Comorate Chef I 2 3 4 5
c. I 2 3 4 5 Set-uo of Operatine Svstems—Reseatch Chef t 2 3 4
304 Kitchen Management: admiinstiative ability to efficiently manage product 
sources, stewaiding. culinary peisoimei. etc. in back-of-house operations.
a. 1 1 2 3 4 5 Kitchen Manaeement-Executive Chef I 2 3 4 5
b. I 2 3 4 5 Kitchen Management—Cotpotate Chef I 2 3 4 5
c. I 2 3 4 5 Kitchen .Monasement-Research Chef I 2 3 4 5
307 Cost Control /  Portion Control: ability to effectively control portion sizes 
and food cost percentages to achieve desired objectives.
X I 2 3 4 5 Cost Control / Portion Control—Executive Chef I 2 3 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 Cost Control / Portion Control—Cotpotate chef I 2 3 4 5
c. I 2 3 4 5 Cost Control /  Portion Control-Research Chef I 2 3 4 5
310 Purchasing Methods; ability to determine the most cost effective suppliers 
for desfted product quality and implement optimal order quantities for 
projected usage.
X I 2 3 4 S Purchasing Methods—Executive Chef I X 3 4 5
b. I 2 3 4 5 Purchasing Methods—Cotpotate Chef I 2 3 4 5
c. 1 2 3 4 5 Purchasing Methods—Research Chef I 2 3 4 5
313 Invemoiy Methods: ability to utilize optimal inventory storage methods 
(FIFO, JIT. etc.) to minimize amount o f necessary on-hand inventory 
withtnit mcuiring unacceptable levels of stock-outs.
X 1 2 3 4 5 Inventotv Methods—Executive Chef I 2 3 4 5
b. I 2 3 4 5 Ihventorv Methods-Cotpotate Chef 1 X 3 4 5
c. 1 2 3 4 5 Inventotv Methods—Research Chef I 2 3 4 5
316 Financial Report Analysis: ability to read and correctly inietpret P & L  
statements, compare acnial results to budgeted numbos, and make 
necessary collections, if needed, to bring budget back in line.
X I 2 3 4 5 Financial Report Analvsis-Executive Chef I 2 3 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 Financial Retrait Analvsis-Coitraiate Chef I X 3 4 S
c. I 2 3 4 5 Financial Report Analvsis—Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
319 Operational Level Background: actual amount o f job experience as 
preparation for position curtentlyu being held.
X 1 2 3 4 5 Ooerational Level Background-Executive Chef I 2 3 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 Operational Level Backgnrand-Conwiate Chef 1 2 3 4 5
c. 1 X 3 4 5 Operational Level Background-Research Chef I X 3 4 5
Please rank the top three competencies based on the educadon needed to effectively perform them. Use 
question numbers on the far left side of page for identiScadoa o f competency.
First_______ Second________ Third_______
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Please complete with answers that represent vonr best response.
How many years have you worked in the foodservice industry?__
103
I. jrears
What is the highest level o f education that you have completed? Please check (✓) your answer.
a Completed high school or GED
□ Some college or vo-tech training
G 2 year college degree or vo-tech certificate Major
□ 4 year college degree Major
D Graduate degree Major
C Other (please specify)
3. What is your present age? Please check (✓) your answer.
□ Under 21 years of age Q 21 to 30 years old
c  31 to 40 years old o  41 to 50 years old
c  51 to 60 years old o  Over 60 years old
4. What is your present position (title)? Please check (✓) your answer.
D Executive Chef o  Corporate Chef
□ Research Chef O Food & Beverage Manager / Director
o Vice-President o f Food Operations □ Owner
o  Other (please specify)_________________________________________
5. How do you feel about the implementation of a Master’s level program for the naining/ knowledge
enhancement o f corporate and/or research chefs? o Approve □ Disapprove
Comments______________________________________________________________________________
6. Do you have any comments regarding the competencies needed for chefs o f various levels to be 
successful in the future foodservice industry?
7. Are there any specific competencies not listed which you feel are important for one or more of the 
chef classifications? Please specify as to the competence, degree of importance, and education you feel is 
needed. __ ____________________________________________________ _________________
322 im p o r t a n c e COMPETENCY: EDUCATION
X 1 2 3 4 5 Execunve Chef 1 2 3 4 5
b. 1 2 3 4 5 ComoTMeChef 1 2 3 4 5
c. 1 2 3 4 5 Research Chef 1 2 3 4 5
rAunkyou very much fo r the time you have taken fiom  your schedule to complete this survey. It is greatly
appreciated!
PLEASE RETURN THIS SURVEY IN THE POSTACE-PAID ENVELOPE TODAY!!!
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APPENDIX m
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 5, 6 & 7
Self-Administered Mail Survey Question S Comments
Question 5: How do you feel about the implementation o f a Master’s level 
program for the training /  knowledge enhancement o f corporate and / or research chefs? 
Survey # Response: all responses written as given in returned survey.
002 I am not sure it is necessary.
003 The more the better.
004 A good B.S. in some business area is enough. If more is needed, then an
MBA is needed.
005 A great opportimity to increase /  grow, needed skill sets to stay 
competitive.
007 Only if  it is used with actual practical experience. Schools don’t  teach 
how to cook. Practical experience is essential.
008 A strong business background coupled with a culinary background-it is a 
business and all bases must be covered.
009 Presently years o f experience are required to reach competency. If  a  well
designed program would shorten the early and ugly years, I approve.
104
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011 But only if  program can help competencies in specific food science and 
research areas, not too general I more job specific.
012 I’d probably enroll!
015 There needs to be training for research chefs.
016 I think it would be very helpful, especially in the human resource, 
management and human relations competencies.
017 In general, I disapprove. 10% o f  companies would require a Master’s.
Most companies want complete undrstanding o f theory & “can he cook.” 
The paper on the wall is only for the annual report.
019 If  you do not, others wiU! Do you want to follow or to lead?
022 I believe that a research chef position is more o f a creative food science 
job than a standard chef position.
023 Education is great but with this industry experience plays a major role 
more than a Master’s degree.
024 I would be very interested in a program offering higher education geared 
toward research chefs (w/ focus on aspects other than management which 
seems to be all that is available now.)
025 Must be based upon a sound craft training (past experience). The degree 
should be used to raise the technical knowledge of crafts—men & women.
026 I don’t feel you need that high o f an education to be an executive chef or a 
research chef.
027 Should evolve to a Ph.D. Emphasis on science & people skills.
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030 Upper positions in most major companies require a  Master’s degree as part
of the job qualifications.
032 Would like to see credit given for industry experience. Many chefs’ (like 
myself) have worked “up the ladder” to gain our positions and it would be 
unfair to say that we are less qualified because we do not have a college 
degree.
033 Neutral
034 How do you qualify entry competencies / education?
036 It has more significance in food manufacturing vs restaurant chains.
Restaurant chains look for different skills, tastes, competencies.
040 Additional focus on science and engineering courses as well as less focus
on managerial courses.
041 For entry level chefs to be able to set goals toward that level is fine. But 
those o f us well into our careers, a Master’s level is virtually not attainable 
based on the education requirements being proposed.
043 I have developed my job as I go. I would have liked to attend a quality,
dedicated program to round out my operational experience & learn the 
research chefs unique role.
045 However - more often than not education learned on the job is often more 
valuable / applicable than in the classroom. Intelligence doesn’t come with 
a diploma.
046 Although I don’t think the extra education is absolutely necessary, it could 
certainly bring about standards & more rapid innovation in the industry.
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047 Excellent!
052 Need to have educational training for an overall understanding to support
work experience, i.e. develop curriculum for all.
057 Great idea i f  handled correctly.
058 A Master’s program could help reduce the amount o f on-the-job training 
and experience needed to succeed as a chef.
062 Have to deal with industry policies! This is an area I believe I excel in.
063 Culinary degree and a Bachelor’s in food science are important in the 
corporate /  research chef fields.
064 If you need a food science degree to obtain certification for an R & D chef.
066 Courses are already available at food science and /  or cooking school 
departments. Take individual courses as needed.
067 Approve with the condition that this program is equally available to the 
current industry levels on survey without dem anding segregation fi-om 
current work requirements.
068 Great idea!
069 It would be a good tool and certification, but cannot replace real work 
experience.
070 Excellent idea and I would be willing to attend!
071 Don’t feel it would be able to provide a well-rounded view o f  what really 
happens.
073 Good idea.
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075 Chefs need more OJT, not “bookwork.” We learn by doing - 
circumstances are different.
076 At this level, courses need to be taken as “distance learning” or over the 
internet type o f approach.
079 These areas o f  emphasis could be successfully addressed two & four year
programs. Research would need more science, corporate more finance and 
H.R.
082 Standards must be set for designation o f research chef. Many use the title 
but are not formally trained & educated. Years o f  service do not qualify 
for a title research chef.
083 Don’t really know what it would bring to the table, core competencies are 
critical but Master’s outside o f manufacturing, any even inside doesn’t 
bring much to credulity or ability to cook, match or identify flavor 
compounds.
084 Emphasis in hospitality, business, food science or culinary? Seems to be 
trying to cover a lot of territory.
087 I do not feel that one should be held out o f a job because they do not have
“the right education.” Persons showing competence and knowledge should 
have equal opportunity for advancement!
089 Implement the program at the beginning o f  the profession.
091 Not everyone has money or can take time out o f their lives to do it.
092 We are all relative . there are chefs o f all flavors with AoS degrees . R & D 
requires more technical, math and analytical skills.
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096 I would be interested in a long distance or mail-in training program.
097 This is just what the industry needs!
099 Many o f the skills needed for corporate / research chef are not learned in a 
classroom but honed through experience & years in the industry.
100 It is imperative to include basic science into this type o f degree for a 
research chef.
101 Undecided! Education can’t hurt but, if  you haven’t worked in the field 
and found a natural ability, it won’t help.
104 I feel hands-on is the most important.
105 I approve as long as the program will emphasize on learning, education,
communication and realize after graduation there is still a practical aspect 
to the job.
106 You can never have too much training or knowledge.
107 Education is the key.
108 I think it is good to have this available. There are areas in the food
industry where people would be impressed w/ this type o f degree.
110 Experience should count for credits towards Master’s degree - most 
universities do not recognize the degrees of the top culinary schools.
111 Keep the goals and costs affordable for the majority o f executive chefs to 
obtain.
113 I feel that any form of education is a great benefit to an employee.
114 To complicated a question to just say “approve or disapprove.” At least 5
years o f OJT.
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115 Though I approve. I’m not convinced that a “degree” will necessarily be 
best for chefs or that it will guarantee excellence.
116 Master’s is excellent, provided it is not too heavy in practice but more in 
history, theory and biography, combined with “advanced apprentice” work 
with reports to be filed.
120 I also believe it would be good for executive chef and sous chef ..will
influence purchasing and business management and personnel 
management.
122 Better business sense among industry professionals improves chances for 
success.
123 Research chefs yes - corporate chefs not necessary.
124 The industry has always looked at culinarians as a domestic industry. It’s 
good to see the pendulum swing.
126 I ’ve always wanted more than an associates degree. My community did
NOT offer then so I went to business school instead.
129 I believe they need to have more operational skills & understand actual 
operations totally.
130 Anything that will possibly help the food companies to take them more 
seriously!
131 Definite need for a chef that understands the link with food scientists.
132 Good idea but will be slow to get going.
137 Will be necessary in the future—
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138 A Master’s degree could result in a candidate with too much schooling and 
no real on-the-job experience and f or is this just another way o f extending 
the education required and why or by whom? Is it really necessary?
139 Education is very important. Not only use on the job, but also future 
options.
140 I don’t think a Master’s degree is necessary for any o f this criteria. It’s all 
being done now.
142 No comment.
144 One comment - all the education in the world will not replace the chef that
has the gift o f “people skills” and an excellent sense o f mise en place!
146 Need better prepared staff for future challenges.
ISO A great idea far too long in coming!
Self-Administered Mail Survey Question 6 Comments 
Question 6: Do you have any comments regarding the competencies needed for
chefs o f various levels to be successful in the future foodservice industry?
Survey # Response: all responses written as given in returned survey.
002 Computer literate a must, HACCP is the future. Interpersonal skills. 
Working with a strong union to be able to adjust to priorities changing 
constantly.
003 We all need more training and education /  computer and technical and 
business.
004 Need more human relations, communications, accounting, food safety, 
food science, nutrition.
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005 Competencies will vary according to the career path. I feel they are quite 
different whether someone chooses a traditional “back-of-house” path or if  
they choose a “corporate” path.
006 Be analytical.
007 Needs valid and good hands-on experience. Beware o f executive chefs
with less than 10 years o f actual working experience.
009 You no longer can be only a good cook - you also must be a business
person and personal manager.
011 First and foremost cooking ability. Too much emphasis these days on
computer, accounting and “office” skills. Too many programs trying to be 
everything to everybody and should be more concentrated.
015 Math, computers, writing, science (HACCP), recipe development.
016 I feel the competencies for problem solving, organizational skills, financial 
analysis and communications probably require the most education. Many 
o f the culinary and operational competencies come with experience.
017 Competencies is the only judgement next to performance / results.
019 American Culinary Federation Standard Testing!
020 It is very important not to understate the value o f hands-on practical 
experience.
022 Strong analytical skills as well as a good food science background - mixed
with lots o f experience working with food necessary to begin a career as a 
research chef.
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023 The major focus should be in a mix o f experience and education and not 
just education. Make a program with 4 years on-the-job training mixed 
with classroom studies.
024 A combination o f science and culinary for the future o f reseach chefs.
025 Good to excellent human dynamic skills, highly creative. Technically- 
minded with good craft skills.
026 No, 1 believe that more and more people are enrolling in culinary arts 
programs as well as other food-related or hospitality programs.
027 Chef from small restaurant to large hotel - big difference in type o f 
individual. Standards set for corporate and research should be 
progressively higher.
028 As each company has different needs, the chefs knowledge and experience 
differs from position to position. This makes it very difficult.
030 Flexibility, education in some food science, food manufacturing, ethnic 
cuisine, trends in dining, participation in professional industry 
associations.
031 Develope an understanding o f the diversity in emerging trends and 
personnel.
032 Did not understand why education was based on high school vs. college 
(Master’s degree) and not on training. Training either gained on the job or 
through seminars and special courses.
033 Try instituting flex time programs. It will decrease burnout, improve 
employee retention time for all except owners.
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034 Ability to cook! !
035 Know trends!
036 All chefs need to leam some dietary - HACCP -  training and development.
040 HACCP, bilingual (spanish mandatory), better writing skills, better and 
innovative motivational skills.
041 Given the state o f the food service industry today, I feel that being a
specialist in all areas, although impressive, is not necessary as most 
operations employ purchasing agents, nutritionists, QA department, 
HACCP, etc.
043 - well rounded and experienced is the key to success at any level. - there is
no substitute at any level for hands-on experience - this must play a major 
role in any curriculum.
044 Yes, a restaurant management degree greatly helps.
046 The degree o f education necessary for these competencies is totally 
dependent on the person, there are too many success stories of people with 
little to no actual culinary / business training. But the more education you 
have the more potential you have for having the necessary job knowledge.
047 A basic strong foundation in human resources, culinary skills, and 
operations is key. Continued education will help solidify and grow 
competencies throughout career.
048 A better understanding of manufactured products and ingredients would be 
helpful.
050 Yes, more depending on experience than education.
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052 Need to have a passion for food and have the gift o f  knowing what flavors 
and textures are best combined. The rest comes with dedication and hard 
work.
053 With blurring o f foodservice outsourcing - industry experience (production 
experience) is practical.
055 Research chefs should have some food science background.
056 I think a degree is important but hands-on experience has a major role in 
success no matter what degree a person may have.
057 Chefs need to approach the foodservice industry by combining the artistry, 
the business and the science in order to be an integral part o f the future in 
this industry.
058 I believe that the competencies needed to be successful can be aquired 
through good basic education and good practical experience. A Master’s 
degree could expedite success, but it is not absolutely necessary.
060 I feel that HACCP is one o f the most important issues in today’s 
foodservice arena.
061 A lot of chefs don’t network with each other.
062 Well-informed instructors. A passion for the job requirements.
064 I am proof that you do not need a food science degree to master a
formulation chefs responsibilities in a major food manufacturer’s 
environment.
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065 I feel that most chefs don’t know enough about the bottom line ($) to help 
owners control costs and stay in business, that just want to play with food 
and be the next Emeril or something.
066 Professional development in the use o f food ingredients (3-7 day 
workshops or courses are available).
067 Fair system to properly determine the efficiency levels on testing schedule.
068 Hands-on experience is the best real world teacher.
070 Not at present but I would like to be involved in the program.
071 Key - ability to juggle multiple tasks, be focused, decisive and be able to
teach commitment.
072 As we leam on a daily basis as chefs, I believe education to be o f utmost 
importance prior to the starting o f  your career.
073 To have a good understanding o f all sections o f a company, how they 
interact and how to manage them for profit and growth.
074 I think the overall level o f  education needed for research chef should 
exceed that o f executive or corporate chef.
076 Corporate and research ch efs  need to be or have dual degrees, 
i.e...culinary AOS and BS in food science, etc.
077 î awareness in corporate and research chefs for end users. Î enhancement 
o f nutritional knowledge.
079 Teach speaking and writing skills and teamwork. The more one supervises
and leads, the more necessary this experience becomes.
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083 Ability to cook, understanding pressure points, ability to taste and identify
front, middle and back notes.
085 I feel that a chef does not need to be formally educated in order to be 
competent
086 As I have learned in the small amount o f time I have been in this industry - 
interpersonal skills (i.e., supervision, management), dedication, self- 
instruction and especially die undying want and desire to constantly 
improve are o f the greatest importance.
087 The AFC has a very good system o f evaluating chefs. Through their 
testing and times in service and continuing education, for diffrent levels of 
certification. Higher degrees will not make someone a chef. However it 
does help.
089 Diplomas do not guarantee success. Passion and love will.
092 Yah, I cannot speak to education level required - thats your job.
093 I think that a chefs competence shows through his quality o f food within 
the taste and presentation. Education and degrees cannot give that to a 
chef. Experience in the field under a qualified chef is the best way to 
achieve this.
094 Computer skills will be ?????????? important.
097 Patience!!!
098 Experience, people skills, leadership.
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099 Just as a chef does not graduate from cooking school, a research chef
cannot be “made” in academia. School is an important component but not 
the end all.
101 I have met many people working in this field that had advanced degrees 
but failed (or performed poorly) because o f  lack o f practical experience or 
lack o f  appreciation o f food.
102 MBA type coursework would be more in line with profession. Some work 
in food technology.
103 Must understand interactions o f creativity and consistency from food 
processes to the table.
105 Experience, not only theories.
106 You need common sense to be a good chef More education can only help.
107 Most are knowledgeable.
108 Even though I am formally educated, I still think a chef can “make it” 
without a formal education. I have seen plenty o f very sharp individuals in 
the industry who have no culinary education. There should always be 
formal training, but I think more job specific training will be an advantage 
in the future.
110 There should be competent ability to manage people and accounting.
111 Communication skills - nutrition, cost control - HACCP - Time / stress 
management. Four most important areas for a chef to be successful.
112 Competent managing a culturally diverse workforce.
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113 Somethings you can leam only in the kitchen under great chefs. Even if
schools teach things, there is always a difference in the kitchen.
115 Don’t forget traditional requirements and basics.
115 I believe experience is as important as education, as education only gives
one a “head start” while experience builds upon that “theory” by adding 
practicality - remember everv foodservice operation and job is different 
from every other - no education can teach all one needs!
120 I believe that it should be given the highest possible degree of education.
121 I think a research chef should be extremely knowledgeable and thus have a 
Master’s degree or better, a corporate chef should be working on a 
Master’s and in some corporations they might require that level. An 
executive chef need not have a Master’s degree except in companies that 
need that level o f  education.
123 Too many to list,
124 How do you judge an artist. How do you teach that to people. How do you 
teach taste and the ability to wow the customer.
126 Cooking ability and classical technique are o f utmost importance, 
continued education and maintenance o f standards are second. Entering 
competitions and pledging allegiance to culinary organizations is 
currently more harmful than helpful.
127 Good mix o f  business, communications and science.
129 They need to be standardized - we have 3-4 organizations and higher
education centers all doing different programs. Which one is right??
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130 They must have good math (adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing, 
and percentages at least) and product development skills; work out o f a 
laboratory notebook when necessary. Also, they must possess a sound 
knowledge of ingredients and their functions, as well as, methods / 
processes and how they all affect the finished product / outcome.
131 Creativity Organizational and communication skills Documentation o f 
trials for new creations
134 Computer skills are no longer optional.
135 They are not very consistent, but with the type o f field and the huge 
number o f chefs that would be difficult.
136 I believe that a person should be required to perform to a required level to 
obtain the certification level they are applying for.
137 Better structured apprenticeship programs, more time spent in developing 
effective training programs - “fit in the budget” SSS.
138 I did not rate the categories 1-3 because many o f these and other 
competencies are needed simultaneously. Being better at one competency 
could be natural to one person but not always better than someone who is 
better well rounded. All o f the competencies mentioned are excellent and 
necessary to progress within the industry.
139 Tests is very good when looking for people to accept a position of the 
competencies listed.
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140 Experiences in the kitchen are mainly digested through hands-on practices.
You don’t need to be a rocket scientist, you simply have to have the desire 
and fortune to excel in all you do as well as leam.
143 A higher education is necessary in order to comply with the increasing 
demand and information to deal with complex foodservice.
144 This is a tough task - due to the fact that an intelligent person understands 
what’s taught in a book (or class) but be able to apply it successfully to the 
foodservice industry is not always easy.
146 Based on individual levels o f  drive and competence.
148 The passion to desire a  career in the industry needs to be addressed.
Self-Administered Mail Survey Question 7 Comments 
Question 7: Are there any specific competencies not listed which you feel are
important for one or more o f  the chef classifications?
Survey # Response: all responses written as given in returned survey.
002 Computer skills. Woridng under pressure for long periods o f  time.
003 Technical, computer and business.
004 Polish in the social graces
005 #  Team work networking skills + overall business savvy
007 Apprenticeship (hands-on) not only school
009 Understanding the basics o f cooking technique and method - classical 
training.
010 Cooking ability - taste
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013 Only have research chef in manufacturing operations.
015 Computers, recipe development
017 Total understanding o f theory (products) and understanding quests, needs
and goals o f the company.
019 What type o f foodservice outlet, example: fine dining, commercial, etc.
020 Communication skill with nondepartment staff, i.e. com m unicating 
effectively with front o f  house staff.
022 Food safety! ! !
024 Scientific knowledge (chemistry, food science).
025 Human dynamics /  policies / law /  thermal processing /  emergency
027 Various cuisine’s requirements. Also breakfast! Most chefs cannot work a
breakfast line.
029 Time management
033 Basic food chemistry - basic food microbiology
036 Food technology and chemical courses - research chef.
040 Bilingual (Spanish)
041 Use o f marination techniques and flavor systems for product 
enhancement.
042 Food product manufacturing; manufacturing practices - industrial.
043 Listening skills - (coached and practiced)
046 There is nothing specific listed about knowledge o f ethnic cuisines or
knowledge o f food and beverage pairing which are becoming increasingly 
important.
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047 “Culinology”
057 Strategic planning
058 The ability to put ones own personal tastes aside to deliver flavors that will
be acceptable to the customer.
062 Tending to employees or students needs.
063 Food science knowledge
066 Complete 2 semesters undergraduate food science introductory course.
067 Proven identity as mentor o f our profession.
068 Ability to adapt to environment.
072 The love o f food and ability and desire to achieve.
079 Executive and corporate chefs need good service competencies too. 
Warehousing, distribution, retailing, merchandising packaging.
080 Market research quantification
082 Formal education, there is no substitute for it.
084 Research chef needs a strong background in basic food science and food
chemistry.
086 No compromise on any o f the three catagories.
092 Communication in all forms and a  respect for technology.
093 Concentration on using local indigenous ingredients.
094 Computer skills
097 Instead o f education, experience or add an experience column.
101 Practical experience
102 Computer based skills
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103 Food safety
108 I f  there was one thing I would (advise?) perspective chefs, it would be that 
their success will often be determined by the team that works for them. 
That said, I would let them know they are going to work with a lot of 
uneducated, unreliable, unmotivated people. I would explain this early in 
their education.
109 Labor relations with unions
110 Accounting, personnel management-
112 Workshop / seminar development: Advanced - upper level education for
qualified employees - could include certifications.
115 Ethics / honor
116 Kindness, respect for others, honesty, helpfulness, willingness to pass on 
“truths” and knowledge.
120 Persormel and business management
121 Sometimes I wonder why schools in gereral don’t have a program for
teaching Good Manners, common sense analysis and phone etiquette.
122 Ethics and tolorance o f diversity
123 Personal hygiene - professionally dressed - HACCP is minimal - personal 
responsibilities are a must.
126 #@! ! *#@* and hard work
126 Ability to maintain (master) traditional standards and techniques before 
exploring avant garde techniques.
127 Computer competencies: word, excel, PP, web
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129 Flavor profiles and marinations
130 Communication with food scientists / food corporations.
137 Continued education
138 Food knowledge; a background knowledge o f the origins of cultural
preparations and customs as well as understanding of the agriculture and 
growing climates.
144 Recognizing drug and alcohol abuse in employees
146 Food science, managerial skills, people skills.
148 Demonstrate the spirit o f a servant.
15 0 Computer skills
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Descriptives - Hold Out Survey
Mean Lower Bound Upper Bound
Degree of Importance-001 4.16 3.89 4.43
Degree of Importance-004 3.78 3.47 4.08
Degree of Importance-007 3.82 3.55 4.09
Degree of Importance-010 3.79 3.51 4.08
Degree of Importance-013 4.17 3.92 4.42
Degree of importance-016 4.28 4.09 4.47
Degree of Importance-019 4.32 4.10 4.54
Degree of Importance-101 3.68 3.43 3.94
Degree of Importance-104 4.03 3.78 4.28
Degree of Importance-107 4.10 3.83 4.36
Degree of Importance-110 4.05 3.82 4.28
Degree of Importance-113 3.90 3.67 4.14
Degree of Importance-116 4.19 3.94 4.45
Degree of Importance-119 4.21 3.97 4.44
Degree of Importance-201 4.16 3.95 4.37
Degree of Importance-204 4.17 3.93 4.42
Degree of Importance-207 4.02 3.77 4.26
Degree of Importance-210 3.97 3.74 4.19
Degree of Importance-213 4.51 4.34 4.68
Degree of Importance-216 4.10 3.88 4.31
Degree of Importance-219 4.03 3.82 4.24
Degree of Importance-222 3.97 3.72 4.21
Degree of Importance-225 4.41 4.23 4.60
Degree of Importance-228 4.46 4.22 4.70
Degree of Importance-231 4.21 3.95 4.46
Degree of Importance-234 3.81 3.50 4.12
Degree of Importance-237 4.46 4.25 4.67
Degree of Importance-240 4.24 4.00 4.47
Degree of Importance-301 3.89 3.60 4.18
Degree of Importance-304 3.94 3.64 4.24
Degree of Importance-307 4.22 3.94 4.50
Degree of Importance-310 4.08 3.81 4.35
Degree of Importance-313 3.78 3.49 4.06
Degree of Importance-316 4.16 3.90 4.42
Degree of Importance-319 4.14 3.88 4.41
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Descriptives - Hold Out Survey
Mean Lower Bound Upper Be
Degree of Education-001 3.25 3.06 3.45
Degree of Education-004 2.71 2.54 2.89
Degree of Education-007 3.30 3.08 3.52
Degree of Education-010 2.98 2.76 3.20
Degree of Education-013 3.08 2.90 3.26
Degree of Education-016 3.33 3.13 3.54
Degree of Education-019 3.35 3.15 3.55
Degree of Education-101 2.67 2.42 2.92
Degree of Education-104 2.97 2.70 3.23
Degree of Education-107 3.05 2.79 3.31
Degree of Education-110 3.37 3.14 3.59
Degree of Education-113 3.32 3.08 3.56
Degree of Education-116 3.23 3.00 3.47
Degree of Education-119 3.23 3.02 3.54
Degree of Education-201 3.90 3.69 4.11
Degree of Education-204 3.65 3.40 3.90
Degree of Education-207 3.47 3.19 3.75
Degree of Education-210 3.27 3.00 3.54
Degree of Education-213 3.45 3.19 3.71
Degree of Education-216 3.10 2.85 3.35
Degree of Education-219 3.08 2.81 3.35
Degree of Education-222 3.42 3.19 3.64
Degree of Education-225 3.15 2.92 3.38
Degree of Education-228 3.22 2.96 3.47
Degree of Education-231 3.15 2.89 3.41
Degree of Education-234 2.77 2.51 3.02
Degree of Education-237 3.12 2.86 3.37
Degree of Education-240 3.17 2.93 3.41
Degree of Education-301 3.35 3.08 3.62
Degree of Education-304 3.20 2.96 3.44
Degree of Education-307 3.33 3.08 3.59
Degree of Education-310 3.02 2.76 327
Degree of Education-313 2.92 2.65 3.19
Degree of Education-316 3.63 3.34 3.92
Degree of Education-319 3.43 3.21 3.66
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Ranking Degree of Importance 
Question Number
Mean Group Degree of importance 
Question Number
Mean
1 019 4.60 HRMC 019 4.60
2 119 4.57 HRMC 013 4.17
3 213 4.55 HRMC 007 4.17
4 237 4.52 HRMC 001 4.16
5 204 4.49 HRMC 016 4.04
6 307 4.48 HRMC 010 3.99
7 116 4.44 HRMC 004 3.90
8 228 4.43 HRC 119 4.57
9 225 4.42 HRC 116 4.44
10 319 4.42 HRC 104 4.35
11 231 4.36 HRC 110 4.28
12 104 4.35 HRC 107 4.26
13 216 4.33 HRC 113 4.04
14 219 4.31 HRC 101 3.89
15 110 4.28 CC 213 4.55
16 210 4.27 CC 237 4.52
17 107 4.26 CC 204 4.49
18 240 4.21 CC 228 4.43
19 310 4.21 CC 225 4.42
20 007 4.17 CC 231 4.36
21 013 4.17 CC 216 4.33
22 301 4.17 CC 219 4.31
23 001 4.16 CC 210 4.27
24 201 4.11 CC 240 4.21
25 316 4.09 CC 201 4.11
26 222 4.06 CC 222 4.06
27 304 4.06 CC 234 4.04
28 016 4.04 CC 207 4.01
29 113 4.04 oc 307 4.48
30 234 4.04 oc 319 4.42
31 207 4.01 oc 310 4.21
32 010 3.99 oc 301 4.17
33 313 3.97 oc 316 4.09
34 004 3.90 oc 304 4.06
35 101 3.89 oc 313 3.97
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132
Mean Mean Difference
001 4.16 3.33 0.83
004 3.90 2.99 0.91
007 4.17 3.33 0.84
010 3.99 3.06 0.93
013 4.17 3.02 1.15
016 4.04 3.32 0.72
019 4.60 3.49 1.11
101 3.89 2.86 1.03
104 4.35 3.12 1.23
107 4.26 3.27 0.99
110 4.28 3.52 0.76
113 4.04 3.44 0.60
116 4.44 3.37 1.07
119 4.57 3.37 1.20
201 4.11 3.79 0.32
204 4.49 3.55 0.94
207 4.01 3.48 0.53
210 4.27 3.29 0.98
213 4.55 3.40 1.15
216 4.33 3.11 1.22
219 4.31 3.20 1.11
222 4.06 3.19 0.87
225 4.42 3.12 1.30
228 4.43 3.37 1.06
231 4.36 3.16 1.20
234 4.04 3.15 0.89
237 4.52 3.24 1.28
240 4.21 3.16 1.05
301 4.17 3.28 0.89
304 4.06 3.20 0.86
307 4.48 3.34 1.14
310 4.21 3.22 0.99
313 3.97 3.10 0.87
316 4.09 3.56 0.53
319 4.42 3.37 1.05
Average Totals 4.24 3.28 0.96
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Ranking Education Importance
Mean Question Number Question Number Mean
1 3.79 201 019 4.60
2 3.56 316 119 4.57
3 3.55 204 213 4-55
4 3.52 110 237 4.52
5 3.49 019 204 4.49
6 3.48 207 307 4.48
7 3.44 113 116 4.44
8 3.40 213 228 4.43
9 3.37 116 225 4.42
10 3.37 119 319 4.42
11 3.37 228 231 4.36
12 3.37 319 104 4.35
13 3.34 307 216 4.33
14 3.33 001 219 4.31
15 3.33 007 110 4.28
16 3.32 016 210 4.27
17 3.29 210 107 4.26
18 3.28 301 240 4.21
19 3.27 107 310 4.21
20 3.24 237 007 4.17
21 322 310 013 4.17
22 3.20 219 301 4.17
23 3.20 304 001 4.16
24 3.19 222 201 4.11
25 3.16 231 316 4.09
26 3.16 240 222 4.06
27 3.15 234 304 4.06
28 3.12 104 016 4.04
29 3.12 225 113 4.04
30 3.11 216 234 4.04
31 3.10 313 207 4.01
32 3.06 010 010 3.99
33 3.02 013 313 3.97
34 2.99 004 004 3.90
35 2.86 101 101 3.89
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